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There are some things even a centuries-old sorcerer hesitates to challenge…When Nathan
Garret’s friend seeks his help investigating a bloody serial killer, the pattern of horrific crimes
leads to a creature of pure malevolence, born of hatred and dark magic. Even with all his
powers, Nate fears he may be overmatched. But when evil targets those he cares about and he
is confronted by dire threats both old and new, Nate must reveal a secret from his recently
remembered past to remind his enemies why they should fear him once more.Born of Hatred,
set in modern London with historical flashbacks to America’s Old West, continues the dark
urban fantasy of Crimes Against Magic, the acclaimed first book in the gritty and action-packed
Hellequin Chronicles.
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AUTHORPROLOGUEMontana Territory, America. 1878.The bear was huge. Even compared to
other grizzlies, it would have been considered a monster. I’d seen several of her kind since
arriving in Montana. And so long as I kept my distance and avoided them, they tended to do the
same with me. Something told me I wasn’t going to be as lucky this time; there was a cub.I
leaned forward and brushed the neck of the young palomino mustang I rode. She had been an
expensive purchase and well worth the money. She was even-tempered, but kept some of the
fire of her breed. Above all, she was hard to spook. She stood her ground when there were
predators or hunters nearby. She seemed almost fearless—hence her name, Valor.The bear
stalked forward, putting herself between her cub and the perceived threat. She was maybe thirty
feet away and a low growl sounded in her throat, the moonlight only serving to enhance its
resonating power. I couldn’t see this ending well.“Not here to hurt you, girl,” I said softly. I knew
talking to the bear was useless, but damned if I had any better ideas. I wanted to get down from
Valor to prepare for any confrontation, but I knew that any movement could trigger the very fight I
was trying to avoid.Outrunning the beast was impossible. With me on her back, Valor was no
match for the grizzly over short distances, and we wouldn’t get enough of a head start to make a
difference in the long run, not to mention that the surroundings hardly afforded a good escape. I
pulled the reins, moving Valor further back into the stream, leaving a few dozen yards between
us and the bear. I’d only stopped for a drink, and to catch a few fish, thinking we’d be gone
before any local wildlife would notice us.The bank on the far side was home to several huge
trees and bordered by a fifty-foot-high cliff. There was a slope that led up toward the top of the
cliff, but it was a hundred feet up the bank and there was no other way to get to higher



ground.The bear took a few more steps forward and splashed at the water, her eyes never
leaving Valor and me.“Don’t make me kill you, girl,” I said. “I don’t want to make an orphan of your
cub there.” If she charged, I knew I could kill her, but killing an animal for wanting to protect
herself and her cub hardly seemed fair. Unfortunately, a warning wasn’t going to deter the grizzly
if her mind was set on a fight.She rose on her hind legs, eight feet of solid muscle, razor-sharp
claws and teeth glistening in the moonlight. She roared.In the dead of night, and so close to the
cliff wall, the sound was more ferocious than it might have been. It reverberated around me, and
Valor shied back a few steps, her head raised high, until I calmed her once more.The bear
moved forward and roared again. Violence was coming, I was certain of it. I’d have to orphan the
cub—a death sentence. More humane just to put it out of its misery.The bear tensed to charge
and a massive explosion of noise sounded above us, then a second one moments later.
Gunshots. The bear turned and ran back into the woods, the cub following in its mother’s wake,
the need to fight overridden by the need to get as far away from the noise as possible.I led Valor
onto the bank with the high cliff and dismounted as a third shot rang out. A fourth was right
above where I stood. In my experience, hunters don’t usually run after their prey, shooting the
whole time.I guided Valor into the nearby tree line, hoping to avoid a confrontation if the gun
wielders ran down the slope from the top of the cliff toward the stream. I heard a crash high
above me.I stepped back and craned my neck to get a better look as something tumbled
through the top of the nearest tree, breaking through the branches as it fell. It wasn’t until he was
halfway down that I saw it was a human boy.White glyphs immediately flared across the back of
my hands, moving up my wrists before vanishing from view under my coat sleeves. I raised my
hands, palms out toward the boy, blasting a torrent of air to cushion his fall. There was little I
could do about the larger branches without hurting him too, but he hit the ground with only a
small bump and was immediately covered by hundreds of falling leaves and twigs.I dashed over
and found him lying on his back. Blood soaked one side of his face, covering his shoulder and
half of his chest. There was a nasty cut just above his temple. It wasn’t life threatening—cuts to
the head always look worse than they are—but it needed to be cleaned and closed.The bigger
problem was the damage the large branches had done on the way down. While his arms and
legs weren’t broken, when I touched his ribs he stirred slightly and winced before quickly
slipping back into unconsciousness. The ribs were either broken or badly bruised, and I hoped
he hadn’t punctured a lung—a wound I’d seen happen before with broken ribs, and in many
circumstances lethal this far from anything resembling a doctor.“Hey, you,” a man shouted.I
turned to watch two men on horses trot toward me. One had a revolver out and ready to use, I
recognized it as an army Colt.“Step away from the boy,” he said, his voice rough and deep.The
second man sat in the saddle of his brown horse and watched. A sparkle of metal shone on his
lapel when the moonlight touched it. A sheriff’s badge.“He’s hurt,” I said, and stepped between
the armed men and the unconscious boy.“He’s a thief and a murderer,” the first man said,
moving his horse closer. “And you will hand him over to us.”“To shoot while he’s
unconscious?”The man’s eyes narrowed and he pulled his jacket aside. “You see this badge? It



says I’m a deputy sheriff. My friend over there is a deputy, too. The boy is a criminal, and we’ll kill
him any way we can. Now move aside.”“I don’t care about your badge,” I said.The first deputy
pointed the Colt at me. “You’re not from around here, now are you?”“No, I’m from England. But
that doesn’t really matter—I’m not about to hand over a badly hurt boy to be executed. I’ll take
him to town. If he is what you say, he’ll see justice.”“You won’t find many friends around these
parts, Englishman, especially if you don’t obey the law. Now, you’ll move aside and allow us to
take him, or we’ll go through you.”The second deputy’s hand had dropped to his gun, which was
still holstered. My Winchester rifle was still in its own holster, attached to the side of Valor, along
with my jian, a Chinese sword.I stepped aside, seemingly to allow the deputy access to the boy,
but it put me next to Valor. The man nodded curtly as he turned his attention to his prey, giving
me time to grab the still-sheathed jian and slam the hilt into his throat as he rode past. I spun,
dragging one of the two silver daggers out of the blade holster on the small of my back, and
threw it at the second man. The blade missed his head by a hair’s width, but it had the desired
effect of making him lose his concentration. And the next thing he knew, the end of my
Winchester rifle’s barrel was pressed firmly against his nose.“Make a move and you’ll find a big
hole where your face used to be,” I said, dragging another, identical Colt from the deputy’s
holster and flinging it into the woods behind him.His partner’s horse trotted past, the
unconscious deputy slumped forward. “I’d leave now and go help your friend,” I said.“This isn’t
over,” he said.“It is for today. Now leave. If this boy did as you say, I’ll bring him in myself.”“You
have the authority to do that?” he asked incredulously.I removed the barrel from his nose. “You
have no idea of my authority. Get out of my damn sight.”I watched the deputy guide his partner’s
horse back into the woods away from us. I doubted they were the type of people who kept their
promises, and I wanted to be far away before they decided on a repeat performance. I walked
over to the boy and looked down at him. A murderer and thief. He opened one eye—the other
was already swelling closed.“Who are you?” he asked, his words broken as he spoke through
the pain.“Nathan Garrett,” I said. “You’re safe now.”“I’m Sam,” he said softly before passing out
once more and leaving me with one burning question.What the hell have I gotten myself into?
CHAPTER 1Basingstoke, England. Now.She lay on the floor, panting. Her chest rose and fell
quickly in an effort to get as much oxygen into her body as possible. Her bare midriff, the
muscles taut and inviting, the skin tanned and beautiful, glistened with sweat—only one thought
entered my mind. Oh crap.“You want a drink?” I asked, picking up a bottle of water from the
floor.Sara sat up and caught the cold bottle in one hand when I threw it to her. As she drank,
water dripped down her chin, landing just above her sports bra and trickling down between her
breasts. I stared at my bottle of water and considered tipping it down my pants. I settled for
drinking it, while ensuring that my gaze fell on nothing that could be considered sexy. A stack of
blue mats sat at the end of the huge gym hall. There is nothing sexy about a blue gym mat. That
did the trick.“So, you want to go for another round?” she asked.I turned back to her just in time to
catch the half empty bottle of water she’d thrown at my head. “That’s not nice,” I said with a smile.
“You’re going to have to be taught a lesson.”Sara got back to her feet and put herself in a fighting



stance. “Come on, old man, let’s see if you’ve still got what it takes.”I tossed both bottles aside
and deflected the punch I knew was coming. I pushed her arm aside and stepped around her,
keeping my distance, making her do the work. Sara might have only been human, and only been
fighting for a few months, but what she lacked in experience, she more than made up for in
tenacity and quickness.Her foot spun around, trying to catch me in my ribs, but I blocked it with
ease. Unfortunately, she knew what I was going to do and quickly switched tactics, throwing a
punch, which I wasn’t positioned to block effectively. I took a glancing blow off my cheek as I
dodged aside. “Good shot.”Sara smiled. She’d remembered not to get dragged into a
conversation with the person you’re fighting. Concentrate on the person trying to knock you out,
not on having a chat.She threw another punch, this one to distract from her attempt to knee me
in the stomach. I wasn’t distracted. I grabbed her thigh, falling back and using my momentum to
drag her over and dump her on her back.I hadn’t expected Sara to grab my arm as she went
over, pulling me with her. So, I was the one who ended up on my back, with Sara straddling my
chest. Her smile beamed as she undid her ponytail, letting her long blonde hair fall loose over
her shoulders.“Old man,” she said“You’re a fast learner.” I tried to sit up and she pushed me
back.“Not yet. You must learn patience.” She laughed, mocking a familiar speech I’d given to her
when she’d wanted to learn quicker than she was capable of.I pushed her hand away, which
caused her to lose her balance. She fell forward, her face coming close to mine. She inhaled
sharply as our mouths almost touched. Her pupils dilated as she licked her lips invitingly. I looked
into her green eyes and wanted to take her, wanted to feel her naked skin against mine, to feel
her moving around me as I entered her. The moment lasted longer than it should have.“Would
Nathan Garrett report to employee parking? That’s Nathan Garrett to employee parking.” The
loudspeaker announcement brought us both back to our senses.“We should go,” Sara said, and
rolled off me, going over to grab her bottle of water.I lay on the ground a moment longer and tried
to think of something calming. The gym mats weren’t going to be enough. When finally ready to
move, I got back to my feet and made my way to the intercom by the main entrance, pushing the
button and informing whoever was on the other end that I would be half an hour. Tommy could
come find me himself if it was that important. I didn’t work for him.“You okay?” I asked Sara, who
hadn’t spoken in a few minutes.“I have a boyfriend,” she said softly. “I love him. I love being with
him; he’s fun and sweet and treats me well. Something I’ve not had much experience with.”“I
know.”“So why do you make me forget all about him? How is it that you have this effect on me?
That I want to do incredibly bad things to you every time I see you?”I shrugged. “I’m sorry, Sara. If
you want me to stop training—”“No,” she snapped. “Tommy and you both told me that if I’m going
to be his assistant, I need training. And more than one person has said you’re the best to do that.
I just want to be able to train. Without the desire to rip all your clothes off and fuck you on the
floor.”“I don’t know what to say. Maybe we both need a cold shower, and to try to keep it
professional in the future. No matter how difficult that might be. I don’t want you to do anything to
jeopardize the happiness you have at home.”“I won’t,” she said, sounding certain. “I can control
this. I just need to avoid draping myself over you in future.” She picked up her bag and slung the



strap over one shoulder. “I’ll go shower and tell Tommy you’ll be up soon.”“Thanks,” I said, and
then she was gone, leaving me with a great desire to bathe myself in ice-cold water for the
foreseeable future.As it turned out, once I’d showered and dressed, any longing I felt was buried
deep inside me as I walked through the busy office building owned by my friend Thomas
Carpenter.Technically, it’s two buildings; one was three stories and the other twenty-five, joined
together by a walkway above the staff parking area outside. I looked out of a nearby window,
down at the smaller of the two buildings. It’s the only entrance to the larger building and includes
enough security to make getting into the White House seem like a walk in the park. Six lifts, all
glass except for the floor and ceiling, each containing a thermal imaging unit and metal detector.
Runes, carved into the very structure of the building, ensured that no one could use their abilities
unless authorized. I looked down at the small bracelet on my wrist; the runes carved into the
wooden beads allowed me to access my magic. Each staff member wore one, even the humans,
so that no one could be identified from appearance alone. Each bracelet was designed for that
person only, and not all bracelets were created equal.The larger building had similar runes
carved into the steel and concrete. It wasn’t overkill. My friend Thomas—or Tommy, as he liked
to be known—was once a private investigator. Now he runs his own investigations firm, and he’s
managed to piss off a lot of powerful people in the process.But none of the measures were there
to protect him. As a six-hundred-plus-year-old werewolf, he’s quite capable of taking care of
himself. But he’d never have forgiven himself if his people got hurt because of a lack of care and
protection.I made my way through to the lifts, saying hello to the various people who knew me,
and gaining a few odd glances from those who didn’t. When everyone else is suited and booted,
the man wearing jeans and a hooded top, and carrying a leather biker jacket, sort of stands
out.As the lift doors opened, revealing the mirrored walls inside, another loudspeaker
announcement sounded. “Can Mr. Garrett please go to the employee parking lot?”I stepped into
the lift and pressed the button for the ground floor. I had no idea what Tommy wanted, but I was
already certain it wasn’t going to be good.By the time I’d reached the smaller building, I’d already
devised a dozen scenarios in which Tommy asked me to do something either ridiculous or
dangerous. Probably a combination of the two.I walked along a curved corridor of the smaller
building, passing armed guards. I occasionally glanced down through the glass sides at the
reception below until I reached another set of lifts. The green button lit up when I pressed it,
flashing slowly as the lift made its way up the three floors toward me. The reception lifts had
glass walls and moved slower than the normal ones so that the occupants could be easily
monitored.I took the lift down to reception and said hi to a few more people as I left through one
of the two revolving doors and into the parking lot outside. I found Tommy and Sara standing
beside a large black Toyota Hilux truck. They were deep in conversation, which stopped when
Tommy saw me.Sara had changed into a blue blouse, her hair pulled back into a ponytail. She
glanced up as Tommy threw something at me, which I caught one handed. A set of car keys.“Are
we going somewhere nice?” I asked.“Sara, can you give us a moment?” Tommy asked.Sara
walked away to a respectable distance before playing with her phone and pretending that she



wasn’t trying to listen in.“I need your help.”I raised an eyebrow. “Since when do you need my
help?” I gestured to the building behind me. “There are a dozen people in there who would die
for the chance to help you.”“I need someone I can trust, no matter what happens.”“Why? What’s
going to happen, Tommy?”He at least had the decency to look outraged. “Nothing,” he sighed.
“It’s recon work I agreed to do to help a client. And I want you to be my backup.”“Keep
talking.”“Fifteen years ago a nasty little bastard by the name of Neil Hatchell attacked and raped
seven women. He got out of prison two weeks ago.”“There’s more to this, I assume.”“He’s a
werewolf, and after he was done beating each of his victims half to death, he bit them. Three
women died from the change, and another killed herself when she couldn’t cope with what she’d
become. He was charged by Avalon with seven counts of rape, three of murder, one destruction
of a mind, and seven of gene manipulation without consent.”“So why isn’t he dead?” I asked.
Avalon doesn’t look fondly on crimes like his. In fact, it was a surprise that Neil had been
arrested at all. Normally, the Law of Avalon isn’t shy about ending problems on a more
permanent basis.“No idea. Instead they stuck him in the Hole. Third floor.”The Hole was a prison
on an isolated island in the North Atlantic. It’s not on any maps, and it has a permanent no-fly
zone around it for anyone not associated with Avalon. It’s also one of only three prisons with
enough capabilities to handle even the most powerful of creatures. It consists of ten floors, all
underground; the more dangerous you are, the higher the number—and the further down you’re
kept. The upper seven are guarded night and day, while the lower three are left unguarded and
it’s up to the prisoners to rule themselves. No one in their right mind wants to be placed down
there. I’ve been down twice. Once I almost didn’t make it back, and the second time was even
less fun.“Bet that wasn’t a picnic. How the hell did he get out after only fifteen years? He should
have served over two hundred years for the deaths alone.”“Again, no idea. But he’s out and
officially can’t be touched; he’s served his time and is a free man. Unofficially…well, that’s where
we come in. My client wants him checked out. So I want to bring you and Sara with me.”“You
want us to go pay him a visit and make sure he’s behaving himself? So why is Sara
coming?”“She’s my assistant. She’s been here two months, and she hasn’t accompanied
anyone on assignment. She needs to know the type of work we do. I figure with me and you
there, there’s nowhere safer for her to be.”“Except in the office here,” I pointed out. “She’s not
ready.”“Is that Nate the fully trained professional problem solver talking, or Nate’s penis?”I
couldn’t help but chuckle. “My penis hasn’t done a lot of talking lately.”“She has a
boyfriend.”“Thank you for the relationship advice,” I said. “I know this already. Nothing has
happened between us, nor will it. She’s had no weapons training.”“You’ll keep her safe, you know
it.” He turned and walked back toward his truck, waving Sara to come and join him. He opened
the door for her to get in and I sighed and followed. Tommy was right, although I’d never have
told him that. Sara did need the experience.As I opened the driver’s door, I saw a big beaming
smile on Tommy’s stupid, smug face, and I already knew I was going to regret saying
yes.CHAPTER 2We pulled up outside a pair of twelve-story-high, red-bricked buildings. I parked
the car and stepped out into the cold air, surveying the large parking area with its expensive cars



sitting idle beside an expanse of immaculate green lawn.I closed the door and walked across
the grass until I reached a small bench beside an expansive koi pond. The large fish came to the
surface, clearly used to being fed by passersby, vanishing away back into the deep darkness
when they realized no food was forthcoming.“I don’t even know how you got us through the
gates,” I said to Tommy, as he and Sara sat beside me. Unlike the other, smaller houses that
dotted the area, all with drives and garages, these two taller buildings had a pair of huge iron
security gates for cars to get through before reaching the outside parking area. I’d been more
than a little surprised when Tommy had handed me the key card, which had gained us
access.“Friends in high places,” he said with a smirk, “Same person who gave me this.”He
passed me a folded sheet of paper, on which was written two sets of numbers—one four digits in
length and the other six. “What are they?”“The four-digit is the key code to the building on the
left; the six-digit is the code to Neil’s alarm in his penthouse.”“How the hell did they get that?”
Sara asked.“The code for the front door is on file at the security company. Only they can change
it. The same company keeps the details for every resident’s alarm. Anyone who lives here is
required to keep the code on file in case of emergencies.”I memorized the two numbers and
passed the paper back. “I assume you have a plan.”“You get in, look around, and get
out.”“Actually, I’m a bit more concerned about why you need me here if you have the damn
codes, Tommy.”“You’re better at this stuff than me.”I stared at him for a good twenty seconds
before allowing myself to say anything, just in case it was derogatory. “Fuck off.” Apparently I
hadn’t waited long enough. “You’re a powerful werewolf who could easily get in and out without
problems. One quick change to your wolf form and you’re basically the animal version of a damn
ninja. So what’s the real reason?”“Neil’s a wolf,” he reminded me. “If you’re caught in there, you
can get away with little fuss. If I get caught by a werewolf, one of us is going to die.”“Why?” Sara
asked.“It’s a territory thing. If I get caught on his ground, he’ll protect it with his life, and there’s no
way the beast inside me will let a challenge pass when he attacks me. Best-case scenario, I get
away without tearing him in half. Besides, even if I don’t get caught, he’s going to know a
werewolf was in his home. Nate smells like a human, at least until he uses magic.”“What does he
smell like after that?” Sara asked.“Power,” Tommy said. “And death.”“Well, that wasn’t utterly
depressing,” I said, trying to lighten the rapidly darkening mood.“She did ask,” Tommy pointed
out before removing something from his pocket and passing it to me.I turned the small radio and
microphone over in my hands. “I’m not going on a mob bust.”“It’s that or you wear one of those
ridiculous Bluetooth headsets, which are about as secure as yelling really loud. I need to stay in
contact with you, just in case he comes home early.”I placed the radio in my pocket, clipped the
microphone to my shirt, and pressed the earpiece home. “I assume you’ve done some recon
work to know where he might be at ten in the morning?”“Of course. Neil leaves his building a
little after 9 a.m. and comes back at 3 p.m. He then leaves again at 6 p.m. and comes back
sometime in the morning between 1 and 3 a.m. Twice he’s arrived back with young women, who
then leave a few hours before Neil surfaces. According to the notes, the young women were of…
questionable virtue.”“They’re hookers, is what you’re getting at, yes?” Sara asked, which made



me laugh.“I’m surrounded by uncouth ruffians.”“And apparently you live in the nineteenth
century,” I said. “I’m going to break into his house before you call me a ragamuffin or something
equally hurtful.”Even Tommy had to laugh, but it was cut short by a serious expression. “Nate, be
careful. This guy is a nutcase. If he sees you in there, he’ll attack you.”I forced a grin. “Isn’t that
why you brought me along in the first place?”I walked off before Tommy could argue. We both
knew that I was going into the house not only because he was concerned about killing Neil
before we’d had the chance to talk to him, but because he knew that I could take care of myself
better than anyone who worked for him. Over the centuries, Tommy and I had been caught in
enough life-and-death situations to know that we could rely on one another to perform under
pressure.I entered the four-digit code and pushed open the front door. Warm air from the foyer
beyond washed over me like a summer breeze. A single guard sat behind a desk opposite the
building’s staircase. He couldn’t have appeared less interested in being there if he’d been
sleeping. That changed the second he saw me, though. He straightened up and pushed the
newspaper he’d been reading to one side.“Can I help you, sir?” he asked.“You’re a bloody idiot,” I
whispered into the mic. “There’s a damn guard.”“Sir?” the guard repeated.“Oh sorry, jet lag tends
to make me a little all over the place,” I said with a smile and reached out my hand. “Nathan
Garrett, I work for Neil Hatchell.”“Mister Hatchell is not here at the moment.”The distaste in his
voice when he uttered Neil’s name was clear; maybe he didn’t approve of prostitutes being
brought back to the upmarket building where he worked. Or maybe Neil was just a dick. I figured
it was a little of both, and it meant that I could change tactics. “Okay, you seem like a nice
guy…”“Roger.”“Well, Roger, I don’t actually work for Mister Hatchell, and I know he’s not
in.”“Then you should leave.”“Probably, but you see, Mister Hatchell was recently let out of jail. Did
you know that? He served time for rape?”The fact that Roger had turned the color of magnolia
told me he didn’t.“I work for certain people who want to make sure he’s behaving himself,
sticking to the straight and narrow, if you will.”“You’re his probation officer?”“Exactly,” I said. “My
job is to keep tabs on him. He appears to have come into a lot of money when he was released,
and we’re not entirely convinced that he got it via legal means. I’m here to check that out.”“I still
don’t think I should let you—”“Roger,” I interrupted. “Do you know what your employers would say
if they found out that the penthouse suite was occupied by a rapist, a former prison inmate, and
someone who could be committing crimes as we speak? What do you think will happen to the
equity of the other occupants? I don’t think they’ll be very happy. Now, if we do it my way and
he’s done something wrong, it all gets sorted quietly. But if not, then the press will get involved
and the police will want to interview everyone in the building. It’ll be a mess. Is that something
you want to deal with?”Roger shook his head.“Good man. So here’s what we’re going to do. I’m
going upstairs to look around and check that things are okay, and you’re going to go back to
reading your paper.” I slipped a fifty-pound note onto the desk. “Something to say thank you.
There’s some more in it for you when I come back down, if you forget I ever existed.”“Deal,”
Roger said instantly.I pushed the button for the lift and waited a few seconds for the number
above it to drop down to GF and the doors to open. “Good man,” I said to Roger again and



pressed the button for the penthouse.“Apparently, they didn’t go inside the building to look
around,” Tommy said inside my ear.“Well maybe next time you should send people who will do a
better job.”“It was their first assignment—sit in the car and watch. I’m sorry, I’ll speak to them
when we get back to the office.”Anger drained out of me. “Okay, don’t go overboard though. My
first-ever assignment didn’t exactly go to plan, either.”“Weren’t you about thirteen?”“Twelve,” I
corrected, “Even so, it wasn’t the sparkling success that Merlin had been after. Anyway, we have
another issue.”“Which is?”“The lock on this door is a bastard of a thing. You sure I can’t just kick
the damn door in half?”“Not exactly a stealthy option, is it?”I mumbled something under my
breath and placed my palm against the door’s lock. White glyphs cascaded from my fingers,
across the back of my hands, and down over my wrists and forearms, vanishing beneath the
sleeve of my hoodie, where they would continue up my arms and across my chest and
back.Magic is a complicated beast. For the most part, you think about what you want to do, and,
if you’re powerful and experienced enough, the magic will form on those thoughts. Magic wants
to be used, to flow freely from the sorcerer, no matter how dangerous that might be. In contrast,
the actual control of magic is very difficult. Even the smaller uses of magic, like lighting a candle,
require precise movements and power, so that you’re not left with a big puddle of wax and a lot
of fires to put out.That’s why young sorcerers are so dangerous—they don’t have the control
needed to temper their magic and have, on occasion, caused devastation when their power has
exceeded their ability.Using air magic to fill the inside of a lock in the exact same way as a key
was both time consuming and tiring. When the magic touched the inside of the mechanism, I felt
it as if I were using my own finger. It’s a matter of remembering where each part was so that I
could construct the key and turn it. One wrong move and I’d have to start from scratch, and it’s
not something that I could do in a hurry. The more complex the lock, the more of a pain in the
arse it is to use magic to open it.The lock on the penthouse was one of the more secure locks
that I’d ever had to pick. The main problem was that you had to turn the key once to make it click,
move the key back to its original position and then do it again, but this time the click came further
away. It took me ten minutes to get the lock open. I certainly would have been happier kicking the
door in.The second the door closed behind me, a continuous beep sounded from an alarm
panel on the wall next to me. I punched in the six digits and the beeping ended. That had been
my major worry: What if Neil had changed the code and not told anyone? Turns out, I needn’t
have been concerned.“I’m in,” I said, and started looking around the spacious flat.“You see
anything suspicious?”“Who in their right mind would have weird shit sitting around the second
you stepped into the house, Tommy?” I asked. “He might be nuts, but I’m guessing he’s not the
‘hang the dead corpses of your victims from the ceiling of your home’ kind of nuts.”I started
searching the flat, but found nothing more than an incredibly tidy place and some questionable
movies next to the huge TV in his front room. Off the large main room was a kitchen at one end
and hallway at the other. The kitchen, like everything else, was so clean that I could make out my
reflection in the marble worktops, and although there was a lot of raw meat in the fridge, none of
it looked out of place in a werewolf’s kitchen.The hallway led to two bedrooms and a bathroom,



all of which mimicked the rest of the place. “Tommy, there’s nothing here. I’ve found some porn in
the bedroom, which wasn’t exactly a pleasant sight, but nothing illegal about it.”“What do you
mean?”“Extreme domination stuff,” I said candidly. “Women being tied up, gagged, beaten, that
kind of thing. Not exactly my cup of tea, but also not an indication that he’s butchering women in
his bathtub. Which, by the way, is also spotless.” I walked to the large window at the end of the
hallway and looked down on the parking lot below me. “People like this don’t just give up and
stop trying.”“I know,” Tommy said. “They get worse, not better. All that pent-up rage and
aggression he would have had in prison, he wouldn’t have just forgotten about it.”“He’s either
letting it out somewhere else, or he’s castrated himself and he can’t do a damn thing
anymore.”“Something isn’t right here,” Tommy said.I rested my forehead against the glass pane
and thought about where I would stash something I didn’t want people to find. I’d want it nearby—
I’d need it close so that I could go and look at it, to relive how I’d felt whilst I was doing whatever
it was that had made me happy. “Did Neil take souvenirs?” I asked.There was a rustle of paper
before Tommy spoke. “He took their purses. Left them the money, but took everything else. The
purses were recovered when he was arrested.”“Does it say where they were found?”More
rustling. “Attic.”“This place doesn’t have an attic,” I said.I walked back to the master bedroom and
glanced around. It was barely decorated, with a bed, TV, and chest of drawers. A wooden chair
sat next to the window and a door led to a small but well-maintained bathroom.The only other
item in the bedroom was the large built-in wardrobe. I opened the double doors and revealed a
long row of clothes. I hadn’t given it much thought the first time around, but it wasn’t cluttered or
full. I cursed myself and pushed all the clothes aside, revealing two leather handles at the top of
the cupboard, which, pulled aside, revealed a hidden room.Once I’d removed the false panel of
the wardrobe and tossed it onto the bed, I noticed a light switch just inside and above where the
panel had been. I flicked it on, bathing the small room in light.Once fully inside the room, I
started my search. It took about three seconds before I found something wrong. Really wrong.A
desk had been placed under one of two lights, with a large pin-up board behind it, leaning up
against the wall. It was covered with pictures of women. “Tommy, do you have pictures of Neil’s
previous victims down there?”“Yeah,” he said. “You need copies?”“Text them to me.”Sure
enough, after a few minutes, several texts appeared on my phone, and my fears were confirmed.
“He has pictures of every victim up here.”“Anyone new?”I scanned the photos, dozens in all,
each overlapping the one closest to it until it formed some sort of hideous collage of stalking.
“Four new girls, their photos are the same.”“The same how?” Tommy asked.“He stalked them
from a distance like with his previous victims. If he’s hurt any of them, I can’t see any evidence to
say he did it in here.” I opened the drawers on the desk and found a large map, part of which was
circled in red pen with the word “farm” written beside it. I used my phone to take several close-up
photos before continuing my search of the room.“I might be wrong,” I said after finding some
thick iron chains, which were secured to both the floor and ceiling. “He’s more than equipped to
hurt people here.”“You sure?”“There’s a map with the word “farm” and a circled area; that mean
anything to you?”“A farm, you’re sure?” Tommy asked.“Ask me again if I’m sure about something,



Tommy. Yes, I’m fucking sure.”“My client was informed that the police got a tip-off—some sort of
suspicious activity taking place at an abandoned farm about thirty miles outside of the city.
Apparently no one has had time to check it out yet; they’ve been getting crackpot calls about that
serial killer in the news. Could the serial killer be Neil?”“It’s possible,” I said. “It’s worth looking
into in any case.” I stood and brushed my hands on my trousers before switching the light off and
leaving the room. The LOA—the Law of Avalon—would want to look into Neil’s activities.
Hopefully, this time they’d make sure he couldn’t get out again, preferably with a more
permanent residency somewhere a little hotter.I replaced the panel, ensuring nothing appeared
too out of place, but as I stepped out of the wardrobe, I caught my foot on something and slipped
back, landing with a bang. I got up to close the doors and paused when I heard the unmistakable
sound of a shotgun being loaded. “Tommy, we have a much bigger problem.”CHAPTER 3The
blast missed me, and I hit the floor, rolling until my back was against the wall next to where the
now-ruined door sat.A second later, when my ears stopped ringing, I heard the sound of
smashing glass from the direction of the living room. I edged along the wall and peered through
the hole in the wooden bedroom door into the hallway beyond, finding it empty except for a
discarded shotgun on the floor.I sprinted into the living room to find one of the dozen windows
was shattered. Although acutely aware of how exposed I was standing in the middle of a large
open room, I made my way to the window and stared out, looking down the hundred and fifty
feet to the ground below.Neil was hanging from a rope about fifty feet off the ground, moving
very slowly down toward his escape. The rope was attached to some climbing gear, which had
been built into the curtain frame. It extended along the entire length of the room. A small box
behind the frame contained the rope, obviously strong enough to hold a fully grown man, but
small enough that it was easily concealable. It was quite a clever idea; smash the window, grab
the rope and rappel down the side of the building.“We’ve got ourselves a rabbit,” I said. “Right
now he’s hanging from a rope at the opposite side of the building to you.”“On the way,” Tommy
said.“From the speed he’s going, I could probably get to him before he hits the ground. I don’t
think he’s tried this before.” I grabbed the rope with both hands, and created a cushion of air
between my skin and the black rope. When I felt secure, I pulled myself up and through the
broken window and began my descent.I used the air magic to allow the rope to slide quickly
through my hands without discomfort, while keeping enough friction there to stop me from falling
without control. It took all of five seconds for an almighty bang to sound from beneath me. I
looked down as Neil cursed loudly; dislodging himself from the roof of the soft-top car he’d fallen
on. Unfortunately, by the time I’d reached the ground he was already off across the road and
heading toward a large park, although a limp made it impossible for him to sprint anywhere at
meaningful speed.Tommy and Sara came around the corner as I jogged across the road to
catch up with my prey. I waited until they caught up—there was no way Neil was going to escape
us, not with Tommy tracking him. “He’s in the park,” I told them.“Take Sara with you,” Tommy said.
“I’ll head through the wooded area and cut him off.”Tommy didn’t wait to hear any objections and
ran off toward the dense trees.“Be careful, stay close, and do everything I say,” I told Sara. “You



going to be okay with this?”Sara nodded. “After what he did to those women, I’m not sitting it
out.”We both set off at a run, following the direction that Neil had taken into the park. He wasn’t
exactly difficult to spot as he had stopped and was talking to a large group of young, well-built
men a few hundred yards in front.“Has he stopped for a chat?” Sara asked as we both slowed to
a jog.“Apparently there’s no urgent need to escape—either that or he’s an idiot.”“What’s more
likely?”“Well, he let himself fall forty feet onto a car; I’m thinking he’s not much of a genius. Be
careful, I get the feeling we’re about to have a new problem to deal with.”As we got closer, Neil
turned to glance our way, and I could have sworn that he grinned before sprinting off at speed
toward the distant tree line, his werewolf healing ability already having taken care of his leg
injury.Sara and I increased our speed, but the group of men whom Neil had been talking to
stepped into our path forcing us to stop. “Can I help you?” one of them asked.I ignored him and
kept walking as the other six men slowly created a semicircle wall of muscle to bar us from
following Neil. The one who had asked the question was a few inches taller than me, and much
bulkier.“Do you shave your head because you’re going bald, or because you think it makes you
look like a badass?” I asked. “Because if it’s the second, then you might want to lose the
diamond stud earring—it sort of destroys the image.”The bald thug laughed.“Fucking twat him
one, Danny,” another of the group said.“Ah, so you’re the leader are you, Danny?” I asked. “You
want to tell me why you’re standing in our way?”Sara moved so that she was next to me, but
turned to face the men that stood behind us.“That bloke paid us five grand to make sure you
don’t follow him. We plan on doing that.”“Don’t do this,” I said to Danny.“Five grand is more than
enough for us to fuck you both up.”“I think the little lady might like to spend some time with us
afterwards,” the thug closest to Sara said.He reached out to stroke her face, but she slapped his
hand away and pushed him back, which made him laugh, “You’re a spirited little one aren’t
you?”“Sara, the two on your left,” I whispered without turning to look at her.“No problem,” she
said.“Well, I’m not getting any younger,” I told Danny.Danny cracked his knuckles. “Nice to see
you’re not going to run and hide.”The man on my right was the first to move, a hard right hand,
which would have taken my head off if not for the fact that I saw it coming a mile away and was
moving before it came even close to connecting. I ducked under his arm and slammed my
forearm into his ribs. The air rushed out of him and I grabbed him by his t-shirt, spinning him
around and releasing him at the exact moment so that he collided with Danny and Thug Four.
The three of them fell to the ground in a tangled mess.Thug Two darted toward me and, like his
friend, tried to catch me off guard with a fast punch to the head. I grabbed his forearm with one
hand and twisted his wrist with the other, stepping toward him and using his own momentum to
take him off his feet and dump him on his head behind me. The third thug tried a different tactic
and ran at me full tilt. I ducked at exactly the right moment and shoved my shoulder into his
stomach, lifting him up and over me. He landed on the ground with a loud grunt, and a swift kick
to the head made sure he wasn’t going to be getting up again.Thug One was back on his feet
and had assumed a boxer’s stance, along with Thug Three, who’d thrown the first punch. A quick
sidestep and push from me brought Three’s head directly into contact with an ill-timed punch



from his friend, and after a second punch from me, Three was down for the count.Thug One
soon followed after I kicked him in the solar plexus with enough force to bend steel. He dropped
to the floor and stayed there, just as Thug Four grabbed me around the chest in a bear hug,
pinning my arms to my sides.He had some strength in him as he easily swung me to face Danny,
squeezing all the time. Danny came forward and threw a mean punch at my face. I slammed my
heel down on Thug Four’s kneecap, which popped. He began screaming in pain, letting me go
as he fell to the ground. Danny threw another punch, which I deflected, catching him in the nose
with a punch of my own. A savage blow to his solar plexus lifted him from the ground and
dumped him on all fours, sucking in whatever oxygen he could manage.All five assailants dealt
with, I turned my attention to Sara who had one man writhing on the floor holding his crotch, and
a second whose chest Sara was straddling whilst she rained punches down onto his face. I
tapped her shoulder and she spun on me, a rage in her eyes until she realized I was no
threat.“You done?” I asked.She glanced down at the messy-faced asshole who was moaning
softly on the ground. She stood and kicked him in the crotch.I assumed she needed a moment
and walked back over to Danny, who was on his feet, a switchblade in his hand.“Gonna gut you,
fucker,” he bellowed and came at me.I caught his wrist in one hand and smashed my free
forearm into his face again, and again, until he went limp and could no longer stand. When I was
certain he’d taken all he could, I broke his wrist and left him to his whimpering. I joined Sara a
moment later. She was rubbing her hand, which had turned red from the multitude of punches
she’d caught the thug with.“When we get back to the car, we’ll get you a cold compress,” I
said.We continued jogging toward where we’d seen Neil vanish. Before we’d made it halfway,
Tommy left the trees and came toward us. He looked annoyed, more so than I’d seen in a very
long time.“What happened?” I asked.“He disappeared,” Tommy said.“What? How?”Tommy
shrugged. “I have no idea; I followed him into the damn woods, had his trail the whole way, and
then whoosh, he’s gone.”“His trail ended?” I asked with more than a little curiosity.“He jumped
into a car and I lost it.”“Was someone helping him, or did he use his own car?”Tommy shrugged.
“Don’t know. What happened to you two?”“Neil paid off a few local thugs to try and stop us. Sara
here took down two by herself, but she’s hurt her hand.”“Let’s get back to the car; we’ll get
something for it.” Tommy must have noticed the change in Sara’s demeanor. “That your first
fight?” he asked as we made our way back through the park.“Yeah,” she said. “I’ve never hurt
someone before. Apparently I had some anger that needed expressing.”We reached the still-
prone men, one of whom jumped to his feet and fled when he saw us. The two Sara had taken
down were still out, and I took a moment to check on them and put them both into the recovery
position, just in case. I might not give a shit if any of them died, but I knew that Sara would.
“Broken nose, ribs, maybe a jaw, and they’ll have some nasty bruises, but other than that they’ll
both live.”Sara appeared noticeably relieved.“So, what now?” she asked a few moments
later.“We get you something cold for your hand, then we go to the farm on that map and figure
out what’s going on,” Tommy responded.“Something odd is what’s going on,” I said to Tommy. “It
feels off. More so than usual.”“What is it?” Tommy asked.“Not sure, but something feels wrong.



Neil is a dumb bastard who has enough power to kill and hurt people, and somehow instead of
being executed, he’s released early from prison and given a posh place to live.”When we
reached the car, Tommy handed Sara a first-aid cold pack that he’d wrapped in a bandage so
that it wasn’t too cold against her skin. She winced as it first touched her red hand, and I
considered the possibility that she’d broken a bone. But hopefully it was just bruising and would
go down before too long.“I want to come with you to the farm,” Sara said to me. “I want to
help.”“So long as you’re sure. I don’t think it’s going to hold any real dangers, but that’s what
Tommy said about this place. If you like, we can drop you back at the office. Tommy has some
trained medical staff; they can take a look at your hand and you’d be safe there. You have
nothing to prove to either Tommy or me.”Sara shook her head. “I have to prove it to myself. If I
work for Tommy, it’s only fair that I know the kind of jobs his people will go through.”Tommy was
busy spreading plastic covering all over the rear seats of the truck. “Fine with me,” he called from
inside the vehicle. “But this time we go in ready. No pissing about. If we need to, we level the
damn place. Deal?”“Let’s go then.”Once we were all in the car, Sara swiveled around to look at
Tommy, who had sat in the rear again. A puzzled expression crossed her face. “Why is the back
of the car covered in plastic?”I adjusted the rear view mirror, catching a glimpse of Tommy
removing his top. “You trust me?”Sara nodded immediately.“Then don’t look back, no matter
what you hear back there.”Her concern was easy to spot. “Why?”I started the engine. “Because
once you see the change that he’s about to go through, you never get to unsee it.”CHAPTER
4Thomas’s grunts and groans of pain only lasted for a short time, a minute at most. Silence soon
descended and remained for a few seconds before the muzzle of a large wolf popped between
the two front seats. Sara screeched in surprise, and Tommy rumbled a sound that was
suspiciously close to laughter.“Evil bastard,” she chastised, tapping him on the nose with her
hand.“Have you seen your boss in his wolf form before?” I asked as Tommy’s head vanished
from sight.“But never in a moving vehicle.” She turned back to her boss and tutted, before going
a little green. “There’s blood all over back there.”“The change from man to wolf is a hard one;
there’s always a bit of body fluids left over.”A short while later, the sat nav indicated we’d reached
the end of our journey. I stopped the car and switched off the engine before getting out into the
cold. The bare ground outside was rock solid.I opened the rear truck door, allowing Tommy to
jump out. The big grey wolf sniffed the ground in a few places and wandered off.“Why did
Tommy go full wolf, instead of turning into his wolf-man form?” Sara asked as she joined me,
hugging herself as tightly as possible with one busted-up hand. The winds whipped around the
exposed farm, and although there were trees in the distance, the amount of open ground
allowed the wind free rein, rattling around the dilapidated farmhouse and barn.“The wolf-man
form is better for fighting, but the beast inside still tries to get out. The beast is less of a concern
in full wolf form, and it’s also better for tracking.”“So why not change when we were trying to find
Neil?”“Too many humans around. They tend to notice giant wolves roaming the place.”Tommy
stalked past, moving methodically and occasionally raising his muzzle to sniff the air. He turned
his head to one side and darted off toward a small pile of old, rusty metal.I moved to the still-



open rear door, pulling out a briefcase. I inputted the code—one-four-one-four, the year Tommy
had been turned into a werewolf—and popped the locks. I opened the case, and a gasp from
Sara reminded me that not everyone was as used to seeing guns as I was.I picked up one and
showed it to Sara. “This is a Glock 22,” I said. “It’s a Smith and Wesson version of the Glock 17.” I
ejected the magazine and showed it to Sara. Tommy changed the ammo every evening, a habit
he’d gotten into after he’d left a magazine full for too long and it misfired.“This gun has fifteen
bullets, all silver tipped.” I grabbed a spare bandage and strapped the ice pack to her injured
hand, then placed the gun in the working one and showed her how to hold it. She was lucky that
her injured hand wasn’t her dominant one. Although Sara was nervous, and her hands sweaty,
she complied without complaint.“Does this have a safety?” she asked, aiming the gun off into the
empty distance.“It’s part of the trigger. You pull the trigger, the safety disengages.”Tommy made
an appearance before I could explain more. “Anyone here?” I asked.Tommy barked twice.Sara
raised an eyebrow in question.“One bark means yes, two means no,” I pointed out. “You find
anything else?”Tommy barked.“Something bad?”Tommy made a whining noise that meant he
wasn’t sure.I turned to Sara. “Keep the gun pointed at the floor unless your life is in danger. You
do what I say at all times, clear?”Sara nodded. She was clearly scared and trying not to show it.I
stopped her as she walked off to follow Tommy, who had made his way to the farmhouse. “Don’t
worry about being scared,” I said. “That’s good. Be scared, use that fear. You’ll be okay, I promise
you. There’s no one here. Tommy is probably just getting a scent of some dead rats or
something. But if there is anything here, they’re not getting past Tommy and me. I promise you
that.”Sara nodded, seemingly ready for whatever was about to come. Or as ready as anyone can
be. I reached under the truck seat and grabbed a bulletproof vest Tommy kept for emergencies.
“Put this on,” I said, passing it to Sara.She did as she was told, handing me the pistol as I helped
her strap on the vest. “Don’t you need one?” she asked, taking her gun back.I shook my head
and we started off to follow Tommy.The roof of the farmhouse was all but destroyed, and vines
had grown high enough to obscure most of the windows on the ground floor. Part of the
brickwork was crumbling, leaving a large hole in one side of the farmhouse, just big enough to
stick your head inside. If anyone was living inside, it could only have been due to a lack of other
choices. Tommy sat outside the main entrance to the building. He saw Sara and me approaching
and pawed at the door. “Is Timmy in there, boy?” I asked. “Did he fall down a well?”Tommy
growled.“What does that mean?” Sara asked.“Fuck off,” I said, gaining a chuckle from Sara and
momentarily breaking the tension.Tommy regained my attention by pawing at the door once
more. I sighed and tried the handle, surprised to find it didn’t open.“Why would an abandoned
home have a locked door?” I placed my hand against the door lock, and white glyphs lit up
across the back of my hand. A fierce blast of air hit the lock and ripped it from the doorframe, the
metal bouncing around inside as the door swung open by itself. “Not at all creepy,” I said to
Tommy, who nudged the door further open with his nose and padded inside.“You ready?” I
asked Sara.She nodded, and we followed Tommy into the house.However decrepit the outside
had appeared, the interior was even worse. The staircase was rotten and falling apart, and



wooden boards jutted dangerously from the wall. Anyone who actually managed to get upstairs
would have found only empty air where the floor above used to be. I stared up through the
massive hole in the ceiling, where sunlight streamed through the ruined roof.“Who could stay
here?” Sara asked.There were no doors, and the plaster had fallen from most of the walls,
leaving bare brick or wood in its place. “Someone desperate,” I said. “Or someone who doesn’t
want to be found.”Tommy’s bark could be heard from the rear of the house, so Sara and I walked
toward it, carefully watching where we placed our feet for fear of falling through the floor.
Surprisingly, the floor held—in fact, it was of good quality. Someone had done recent work on
it.We found Tommy sitting in front of a door in what used to be the kitchen. Rat droppings littered
the floor where once-white tiles now lay broken and stained.Tommy’s bark turned me away from
the apocalyptic scene before me. He was staring up at the shiny new lock that had been fitted
onto the basement door in front of him. It was a heavy-duty job, and using magic to knock the
lock out of position as I had with the front door would probably just rip the door apart, causing
more noise than just kicking it in.“So we have a falling-down house with a locked front door and
a basement door with a brand new lock. Anyone else got a really bad feeling about this?”Tommy
barked.I motioned for everyone to stand back and then kicked the lock as hard as possible. The
door didn’t budge. It didn’t even sway as the shock traveled up my leg. “Steel posts inside the
door,” I said, rubbing my knee.“So how do we get in?” Sara asked.“With noise,” I said, as orange
glyphs flared to life over my hands. A blade of fire extended down from one hand, stopping after
a few feet. I sank the blade into the door, just under the lock, and dragged it up in one smooth
motion. The sound of steel sizzling made more noise than I’d have expected, but after a few
seconds I removed the blade and booted the door once again. This time it slammed open into
the plasterboard behind it. The residual heat from the metal started a small fire, which I quickly
put out with my hands before removing the glyphs altogether.“How’d you do that?” Sara asked,
her mouth agape.“Fire magic,” I said with a smile, which was broken by a deep growl from
Tommy as he descended the steps into the blackness beyond.“You want to stay here?” I asked
Sara, who shook her head.I closed my eyes as the orange glyphs came back to life. When I
reopened them, the world was a mixture of red and orange, allowing me to see in the dark. It
wasn’t as good as Tommy’s night vision, but it was better than falling down a flight of stairs.I led
Sara down the stairs, making sure she didn’t trip. Once we reached the floor, I found Tommy,
crouched in the corner. His hackles were up and a low growl was emanating from his throat. A
girl sat in front of him. Her hands were above her head, tied behind a pipe, or pole, of some sort.
Long hair covered her face, but it was easy to tell that she was dead.“Take Sara out of here,” I
told Tommy.But before he could say or do anything, Sara had knocked a light switch, bathing the
entire room in a low, white light. It took her two seconds to spot the body, and she screamed,
probably more from shock than anything else. But then she spotted the large mass of blood on
the walls and floor and realized what had happened here, and for a moment I thought she was
going to faint.“Oh my God, oh my God,” she said over and over.“Tommy,” I said. He dashed over
to Sara and began to nudge her toward the stairs. Getting pushed by a normal dog can move a



fully grown person, getting pushed by a thirteen-stone pack of muscle like a wolf will move
anyone. Sara had little choice but to comply and she soon vanished back into the house. After
changing back to his human form, Tommy would call whomever he needed to, and hopefully
give me enough time to figure out what had happened.I looked around the room. Someone had
covered all the windows with cement, and it looked old. This place had been prepared in
advance. I turned back to the dead girl and noticed the marks and bruises on her arms. Moving
closer, I got a good look at the deep cut that had severed her throat, but even from a distance I
could tell it was deeper than it needed to be to kill someone. It had been done with a lot of
anger.I got a closer look at her face, a mass of bruises and cuts. Her entire front was drenched in
blood, cumulating in a large pool that spread out from under her bare legs, which were covered
in smaller cuts and bruises. Whatever had happened here had been premeditated and
prolonged. If there’s one thing I know when I see it, it’s torture. And the poor girl in front of me
had gone through hell.CHAPTER 5Itook my time searching the prison that someone had
created for his victims. At first I’d thought Neil had to have been responsible, but he was the kind
of person who wanted instant gratification. Whoever had built the prison wanted their victims to
suffer for a very long time.Loft insulation covered parts on two different walls, where thick, black
welding tape held it in place. I pulled some of the tape off and found that the insulation had been
added over what appeared to be concrete-covered windows. The room had been made pretty
much soundproof.The pole the woman had been handcuffed to was fixed to the floor and ceiling
with steel rivets. Four huge steel rings sat in the opposite wall, where blood smeared the white
plaster. The wear on the steel suggested that they’d once been used to hold thick chains, but I
couldn’t find any remains of them in the room.The sound of cars pulling up outside flooded
through the open door at the top of the stairs. Tommy had probably called the police, and I
needed to finish before they cut off my access to the basement.I made my way to where the four
holes in the wall were and placed my hand in the dry blood. I couldn’t see them, but I knew that
black glyphs were spreading out over the palm of my hand, crisscrossing over my wrist and up
my arm. Blood magic is addictive and dangerous. Most sorcerers use it to aid with healing, or to
make their magic more powerful. But some use it for horrific ends—curses, controlling people,
torture.A few seconds later, when I’d finished gathering information from the blood, two things
surprised me. First, the blood was from four different people. And second, they were all
male.When finished, I walked over to the dead woman and placed my hand on the pool of blood
under her legs, using the same magic as before. Information about her flashed through my head.
I was about to remove my hand, when all of a sudden a wave of power jolted through me and it
took all I had to not collapse to my knees. Some form of magic had been used on her, and it had
been incredibly powerful.When I’d caught my breath, I thought about wiping my bloodied hand
on my jeans, but decided against it and instead made my way out of the basement and back
through the house to the outside where a gun was pointed directly at me.“Stay where you are,”
shouted a well-dressed man with shoulder-length black hair.I did as was told whilst a young, red-
headed woman walked toward me. She was both confident and beautiful, and her eyes sparkled



with an assured power. “I’m Director Olivia Green, with the LOA. You must be Nathan.”She held
out her hand, which I stared at for a second, before showing her the blood on mine.The black-
haired man took a step forward, his gun still trained on me.“Step back, Agent Greaves,” Director
Green said.Agent Greaves stared at me for a heartbeat before lowering his gun, but he didn’t
step back.Director Green clearly wasn’t in the mood to argue and just ignored Agent Greaves.
“Where did the blood come from?” she asked me.As she got closer, I saw that her irises were a
pale blue. She was a water elemental, and she was readying her power. I decided honesty was
the best policy. “Body of a woman in the basement. She’s handcuffed to a metal pole, and she’s
human. Also there were four others killed down there. All human, all male.”“How the hell can you
possibly know that?” Agent Greaves said, with a dismissive tone.I raised my palm to show the
agent and allowed the Blood magic glyphs to come back to life.“Blood magic,” he hissed, but
held his ground for a few seconds to make a point that he wasn’t scared before walking off
without another word.I turned to Director Green. “None of the men were killed by magic,
although there’s no telling what was done to them after they were killed. The woman though,
that’s different. A lot of power has been used on her. Can’t tell you more than that,
though.”“Thank you for the information. I’ll have people look into it.”I walked past her before she
could say anything else and kept moving until I reached Tommy and Sara, who both stood next
to Tommy’s truck.“We need to talk,” I said to Tommy. “Now.” The anger in my voice was easy to
decipher.We stopped out of earshot from anyone trying to listen in, a few hundred yards from
those now searching the house. “I should knock you the fuck out,” I said.“Nate….”I raised my
hand to interrupt him. “Ten years ago, Mordred tried to kill me, but only succeeded in wiping my
memory. Three months ago, I get my memory back, go find and kill the son of a bitch, and then
come to find you. I told you all of this. I told you that Avalon was almost certainly involved in what
happened, and that they might try to find me to finish the job they’d started. And how do you deal
with this? By inviting them to meet me as I walk out of a crime scene with fucking blood on my
hands! Jesus, Tommy. Avalon wants me dead, and you basically deliver me to their police force.
Good fucking job.”“You done?” Tommy asked, with a touch of anger himself.I grunted something
noncommittal.“I’m sorry I didn’t tell you that the person who asked for my help was Olivia.”“The
fucking director? This just gets better.”“Hey, you had your turn. Now you get to shut the fuck up
and listen.”There was a silence between us that lasted only a few seconds, but it felt like a
lifetime. There were probably only six people in the world who could speak to me like that and
not get a punch in the mouth. And Tommy knew he was one of them. I shut my mouth and
listened.“Olivia needed my help, and I agreed,” Tommy said. “I didn’t want to argue with you, so I
didn’t tell you. She’s not a cop, she’s LOA, and I needed your help. I thought it was going to be a
nice easy job, snooping around Neil’s house. I had no idea what we’d find, but I swear to you I
thought at most we’d just find enough to let the LOA look into him further. I’d have never brought
Sara with us if I thought for one second there might be any real danger.“Besides, you shouldn’t
be too concerned about me telling Olivia that you were helping me. Your past is so deeply
hidden in Avalon that no member of the LOA, agent or director, will ever be able to gain access.



You know this.”“Damn you,” I said softly.“I really am sorry for not telling you. But I’m also sorry that
I had to lie to Olivia.”“What did you do, Tommy?”“She wanted to know who you were, your past,
that sort of thing. I told her that you were a member of the Faceless.”The Faceless are
bodyguards, assassins, thieves, or whatever else their master needs them to be. Each high-
ranking member of Avalon has their own personal Faceless, and each of them wears a mask so
that no one knows what they really look like. There are no files on members, and only their
masters know their true identities as all of them are bound to do their masters’ will, no matter
how disturbed or unpleasant it may be. While they worked for Avalon in an official capacity, they
were utterly loyal to their masters’ whims.“Are you serious?”“I needed to explain why any checks
would come up negative. And preferably something that would make her not want to check in the
first place. I wasn’t left with a whole lot of good options. The Faceless were the obvious choice.”I
shrugged my agreement; he had a point. “Okay, there’s only one problem.”“And that would
be?”“You ever met an ex-member of the Faceless? It’s a ‘till-death-do-you-part’ sort of group.
And even that doesn’t always mean their work is done.”“You’ll think of something.” Tommy
gestured behind me. “She looks angry, think fast.”I turned as director Green strode toward me,
determined and clearly having decided that she’d given Tommy and me enough time to chat. “I
don’t believe we were finished talking, Mister Garrett.”“Evidently not,” I said as Tommy wandered
off to check on Sara.“You brought the girl here,” Director Green said, meaning Sara. “That was
stupid.”“Well, you asked Tommy to look into Neil, and that led us here. It wasn’t my idea, and I
know Tommy well enough to know that he was hardly expecting to find a torture chamber out
here. And, like I said, you’re the one who asked for his help.”“And I didn’t expect him to include a
member of the Faceless in this mess.”“Your disdain is easy to hear, Director Green,” I said with a
smile. “You know nothing about me. Before you judge, maybe you should change that.”“Every
Faceless I’ve ever met has served only his or her master, like a good little lapdog. What makes
you so different, Mister Garrett? What makes you so goddamn impressive that I should decide to
trust you?”“First, I’m ex-Faceless. Emphasis on the ex. Second, whoever built that basement did
it for one reason, to kill people in it. And whoever he is, he’s very skilled at killing. This isn’t the
work of some amateur, like Neil, who doesn’t know what he’s doing. Neil may be a powerful
predator, but he’s nowhere near a professional. Professionals don’t make the mistakes that he’s
made, and they’re not caught easily.”By Steve McHughHellequin ChroniclesCrimes Against
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AUTHORPROLOGUEMontana Territory, America. 1878.The bear was huge. Even compared to
other grizzlies, it would have been considered a monster. I’d seen several of her kind since
arriving in Montana. And so long as I kept my distance and avoided them, they tended to do the
same with me. Something told me I wasn’t going to be as lucky this time; there was a cub.I
leaned forward and brushed the neck of the young palomino mustang I rode. She had been an
expensive purchase and well worth the money. She was even-tempered, but kept some of the
fire of her breed. Above all, she was hard to spook. She stood her ground when there were
predators or hunters nearby. She seemed almost fearless—hence her name, Valor.The bear
stalked forward, putting herself between her cub and the perceived threat. She was maybe thirty
feet away and a low growl sounded in her throat, the moonlight only serving to enhance its
resonating power. I couldn’t see this ending well.“Not here to hurt you, girl,” I said softly. I knew
talking to the bear was useless, but damned if I had any better ideas. I wanted to get down from
Valor to prepare for any confrontation, but I knew that any movement could trigger the very fight I
was trying to avoid.Outrunning the beast was impossible. With me on her back, Valor was no
match for the grizzly over short distances, and we wouldn’t get enough of a head start to make a
difference in the long run, not to mention that the surroundings hardly afforded a good escape. I



pulled the reins, moving Valor further back into the stream, leaving a few dozen yards between
us and the bear. I’d only stopped for a drink, and to catch a few fish, thinking we’d be gone
before any local wildlife would notice us.The bank on the far side was home to several huge
trees and bordered by a fifty-foot-high cliff. There was a slope that led up toward the top of the
cliff, but it was a hundred feet up the bank and there was no other way to get to higher
ground.The bear took a few more steps forward and splashed at the water, her eyes never
leaving Valor and me.“Don’t make me kill you, girl,” I said. “I don’t want to make an orphan of your
cub there.” If she charged, I knew I could kill her, but killing an animal for wanting to protect
herself and her cub hardly seemed fair. Unfortunately, a warning wasn’t going to deter the grizzly
if her mind was set on a fight.She rose on her hind legs, eight feet of solid muscle, razor-sharp
claws and teeth glistening in the moonlight. She roared.In the dead of night, and so close to the
cliff wall, the sound was more ferocious than it might have been. It reverberated around me, and
Valor shied back a few steps, her head raised high, until I calmed her once more.The bear
moved forward and roared again. Violence was coming, I was certain of it. I’d have to orphan the
cub—a death sentence. More humane just to put it out of its misery.The bear tensed to charge
and a massive explosion of noise sounded above us, then a second one moments later.
Gunshots. The bear turned and ran back into the woods, the cub following in its mother’s wake,
the need to fight overridden by the need to get as far away from the noise as possible.I led Valor
onto the bank with the high cliff and dismounted as a third shot rang out. A fourth was right
above where I stood. In my experience, hunters don’t usually run after their prey, shooting the
whole time.I guided Valor into the nearby tree line, hoping to avoid a confrontation if the gun
wielders ran down the slope from the top of the cliff toward the stream. I heard a crash high
above me.I stepped back and craned my neck to get a better look as something tumbled
through the top of the nearest tree, breaking through the branches as it fell. It wasn’t until he was
halfway down that I saw it was a human boy.White glyphs immediately flared across the back of
my hands, moving up my wrists before vanishing from view under my coat sleeves. I raised my
hands, palms out toward the boy, blasting a torrent of air to cushion his fall. There was little I
could do about the larger branches without hurting him too, but he hit the ground with only a
small bump and was immediately covered by hundreds of falling leaves and twigs.I dashed over
and found him lying on his back. Blood soaked one side of his face, covering his shoulder and
half of his chest. There was a nasty cut just above his temple. It wasn’t life threatening—cuts to
the head always look worse than they are—but it needed to be cleaned and closed.The bigger
problem was the damage the large branches had done on the way down. While his arms and
legs weren’t broken, when I touched his ribs he stirred slightly and winced before quickly
slipping back into unconsciousness. The ribs were either broken or badly bruised, and I hoped
he hadn’t punctured a lung—a wound I’d seen happen before with broken ribs, and in many
circumstances lethal this far from anything resembling a doctor.“Hey, you,” a man shouted.I
turned to watch two men on horses trot toward me. One had a revolver out and ready to use, I
recognized it as an army Colt.“Step away from the boy,” he said, his voice rough and deep.The



second man sat in the saddle of his brown horse and watched. A sparkle of metal shone on his
lapel when the moonlight touched it. A sheriff’s badge.“He’s hurt,” I said, and stepped between
the armed men and the unconscious boy.“He’s a thief and a murderer,” the first man said,
moving his horse closer. “And you will hand him over to us.”“To shoot while he’s
unconscious?”The man’s eyes narrowed and he pulled his jacket aside. “You see this badge? It
says I’m a deputy sheriff. My friend over there is a deputy, too. The boy is a criminal, and we’ll kill
him any way we can. Now move aside.”“I don’t care about your badge,” I said.The first deputy
pointed the Colt at me. “You’re not from around here, now are you?”“No, I’m from England. But
that doesn’t really matter—I’m not about to hand over a badly hurt boy to be executed. I’ll take
him to town. If he is what you say, he’ll see justice.”“You won’t find many friends around these
parts, Englishman, especially if you don’t obey the law. Now, you’ll move aside and allow us to
take him, or we’ll go through you.”The second deputy’s hand had dropped to his gun, which was
still holstered. My Winchester rifle was still in its own holster, attached to the side of Valor, along
with my jian, a Chinese sword.I stepped aside, seemingly to allow the deputy access to the boy,
but it put me next to Valor. The man nodded curtly as he turned his attention to his prey, giving
me time to grab the still-sheathed jian and slam the hilt into his throat as he rode past. I spun,
dragging one of the two silver daggers out of the blade holster on the small of my back, and
threw it at the second man. The blade missed his head by a hair’s width, but it had the desired
effect of making him lose his concentration. And the next thing he knew, the end of my
Winchester rifle’s barrel was pressed firmly against his nose.“Make a move and you’ll find a big
hole where your face used to be,” I said, dragging another, identical Colt from the deputy’s
holster and flinging it into the woods behind him.His partner’s horse trotted past, the
unconscious deputy slumped forward. “I’d leave now and go help your friend,” I said.“This isn’t
over,” he said.“It is for today. Now leave. If this boy did as you say, I’ll bring him in myself.”“You
have the authority to do that?” he asked incredulously.I removed the barrel from his nose. “You
have no idea of my authority. Get out of my damn sight.”I watched the deputy guide his partner’s
horse back into the woods away from us. I doubted they were the type of people who kept their
promises, and I wanted to be far away before they decided on a repeat performance. I walked
over to the boy and looked down at him. A murderer and thief. He opened one eye—the other
was already swelling closed.“Who are you?” he asked, his words broken as he spoke through
the pain.“Nathan Garrett,” I said. “You’re safe now.”“I’m Sam,” he said softly before passing out
once more and leaving me with one burning question.What the hell have I gotten myself into?
PROLOGUEMontana Territory, America. 1878.The bear was huge. Even compared to other
grizzlies, it would have been considered a monster. I’d seen several of her kind since arriving in
Montana. And so long as I kept my distance and avoided them, they tended to do the same with
me. Something told me I wasn’t going to be as lucky this time; there was a cub.I leaned forward
and brushed the neck of the young palomino mustang I rode. She had been an expensive
purchase and well worth the money. She was even-tempered, but kept some of the fire of her
breed. Above all, she was hard to spook. She stood her ground when there were predators or



hunters nearby. She seemed almost fearless—hence her name, Valor.The bear stalked forward,
putting herself between her cub and the perceived threat. She was maybe thirty feet away and a
low growl sounded in her throat, the moonlight only serving to enhance its resonating power. I
couldn’t see this ending well.“Not here to hurt you, girl,” I said softly. I knew talking to the bear
was useless, but damned if I had any better ideas. I wanted to get down from Valor to prepare for
any confrontation, but I knew that any movement could trigger the very fight I was trying to
avoid.Outrunning the beast was impossible. With me on her back, Valor was no match for the
grizzly over short distances, and we wouldn’t get enough of a head start to make a difference in
the long run, not to mention that the surroundings hardly afforded a good escape. I pulled the
reins, moving Valor further back into the stream, leaving a few dozen yards between us and the
bear. I’d only stopped for a drink, and to catch a few fish, thinking we’d be gone before any local
wildlife would notice us.The bank on the far side was home to several huge trees and bordered
by a fifty-foot-high cliff. There was a slope that led up toward the top of the cliff, but it was a
hundred feet up the bank and there was no other way to get to higher ground.The bear took a
few more steps forward and splashed at the water, her eyes never leaving Valor and me.“Don’t
make me kill you, girl,” I said. “I don’t want to make an orphan of your cub there.” If she charged, I
knew I could kill her, but killing an animal for wanting to protect herself and her cub hardly
seemed fair. Unfortunately, a warning wasn’t going to deter the grizzly if her mind was set on a
fight.She rose on her hind legs, eight feet of solid muscle, razor-sharp claws and teeth glistening
in the moonlight. She roared.In the dead of night, and so close to the cliff wall, the sound was
more ferocious than it might have been. It reverberated around me, and Valor shied back a few
steps, her head raised high, until I calmed her once more.The bear moved forward and roared
again. Violence was coming, I was certain of it. I’d have to orphan the cub—a death sentence.
More humane just to put it out of its misery.The bear tensed to charge and a massive explosion
of noise sounded above us, then a second one moments later. Gunshots. The bear turned and
ran back into the woods, the cub following in its mother’s wake, the need to fight overridden by
the need to get as far away from the noise as possible.I led Valor onto the bank with the high cliff
and dismounted as a third shot rang out. A fourth was right above where I stood. In my
experience, hunters don’t usually run after their prey, shooting the whole time.I guided Valor into
the nearby tree line, hoping to avoid a confrontation if the gun wielders ran down the slope from
the top of the cliff toward the stream. I heard a crash high above me.I stepped back and craned
my neck to get a better look as something tumbled through the top of the nearest tree, breaking
through the branches as it fell. It wasn’t until he was halfway down that I saw it was a human
boy.White glyphs immediately flared across the back of my hands, moving up my wrists before
vanishing from view under my coat sleeves. I raised my hands, palms out toward the boy,
blasting a torrent of air to cushion his fall. There was little I could do about the larger branches
without hurting him too, but he hit the ground with only a small bump and was immediately
covered by hundreds of falling leaves and twigs.I dashed over and found him lying on his back.
Blood soaked one side of his face, covering his shoulder and half of his chest. There was a nasty



cut just above his temple. It wasn’t life threatening—cuts to the head always look worse than they
are—but it needed to be cleaned and closed.The bigger problem was the damage the large
branches had done on the way down. While his arms and legs weren’t broken, when I touched
his ribs he stirred slightly and winced before quickly slipping back into unconsciousness. The
ribs were either broken or badly bruised, and I hoped he hadn’t punctured a lung—a wound I’d
seen happen before with broken ribs, and in many circumstances lethal this far from anything
resembling a doctor.“Hey, you,” a man shouted.I turned to watch two men on horses trot toward
me. One had a revolver out and ready to use, I recognized it as an army Colt.“Step away from
the boy,” he said, his voice rough and deep.The second man sat in the saddle of his brown horse
and watched. A sparkle of metal shone on his lapel when the moonlight touched it. A sheriff’s
badge.“He’s hurt,” I said, and stepped between the armed men and the unconscious boy.“He’s a
thief and a murderer,” the first man said, moving his horse closer. “And you will hand him over to
us.”“To shoot while he’s unconscious?”The man’s eyes narrowed and he pulled his jacket aside.
“You see this badge? It says I’m a deputy sheriff. My friend over there is a deputy, too. The boy is
a criminal, and we’ll kill him any way we can. Now move aside.”“I don’t care about your badge,” I
said.The first deputy pointed the Colt at me. “You’re not from around here, now are you?”“No, I’m
from England. But that doesn’t really matter—I’m not about to hand over a badly hurt boy to be
executed. I’ll take him to town. If he is what you say, he’ll see justice.”“You won’t find many friends
around these parts, Englishman, especially if you don’t obey the law. Now, you’ll move aside and
allow us to take him, or we’ll go through you.”The second deputy’s hand had dropped to his gun,
which was still holstered. My Winchester rifle was still in its own holster, attached to the side of
Valor, along with my jian, a Chinese sword.I stepped aside, seemingly to allow the deputy
access to the boy, but it put me next to Valor. The man nodded curtly as he turned his attention
to his prey, giving me time to grab the still-sheathed jian and slam the hilt into his throat as he
rode past. I spun, dragging one of the two silver daggers out of the blade holster on the small of
my back, and threw it at the second man. The blade missed his head by a hair’s width, but it had
the desired effect of making him lose his concentration. And the next thing he knew, the end of
my Winchester rifle’s barrel was pressed firmly against his nose.“Make a move and you’ll find a
big hole where your face used to be,” I said, dragging another, identical Colt from the deputy’s
holster and flinging it into the woods behind him.His partner’s horse trotted past, the
unconscious deputy slumped forward. “I’d leave now and go help your friend,” I said.“This isn’t
over,” he said.“It is for today. Now leave. If this boy did as you say, I’ll bring him in myself.”“You
have the authority to do that?” he asked incredulously.I removed the barrel from his nose. “You
have no idea of my authority. Get out of my damn sight.”I watched the deputy guide his partner’s
horse back into the woods away from us. I doubted they were the type of people who kept their
promises, and I wanted to be far away before they decided on a repeat performance. I walked
over to the boy and looked down at him. A murderer and thief. He opened one eye—the other
was already swelling closed.“Who are you?” he asked, his words broken as he spoke through
the pain.“Nathan Garrett,” I said. “You’re safe now.”“I’m Sam,” he said softly before passing out



once more and leaving me with one burning question.What the hell have I gotten myself into?
CHAPTER 1Basingstoke, England. Now.She lay on the floor, panting. Her chest rose and fell
quickly in an effort to get as much oxygen into her body as possible. Her bare midriff, the
muscles taut and inviting, the skin tanned and beautiful, glistened with sweat—only one thought
entered my mind. Oh crap.“You want a drink?” I asked, picking up a bottle of water from the
floor.Sara sat up and caught the cold bottle in one hand when I threw it to her. As she drank,
water dripped down her chin, landing just above her sports bra and trickling down between her
breasts. I stared at my bottle of water and considered tipping it down my pants. I settled for
drinking it, while ensuring that my gaze fell on nothing that could be considered sexy. A stack of
blue mats sat at the end of the huge gym hall. There is nothing sexy about a blue gym mat. That
did the trick.“So, you want to go for another round?” she asked.I turned back to her just in time to
catch the half empty bottle of water she’d thrown at my head. “That’s not nice,” I said with a smile.
“You’re going to have to be taught a lesson.”Sara got back to her feet and put herself in a fighting
stance. “Come on, old man, let’s see if you’ve still got what it takes.”I tossed both bottles aside
and deflected the punch I knew was coming. I pushed her arm aside and stepped around her,
keeping my distance, making her do the work. Sara might have only been human, and only been
fighting for a few months, but what she lacked in experience, she more than made up for in
tenacity and quickness.Her foot spun around, trying to catch me in my ribs, but I blocked it with
ease. Unfortunately, she knew what I was going to do and quickly switched tactics, throwing a
punch, which I wasn’t positioned to block effectively. I took a glancing blow off my cheek as I
dodged aside. “Good shot.”Sara smiled. She’d remembered not to get dragged into a
conversation with the person you’re fighting. Concentrate on the person trying to knock you out,
not on having a chat.She threw another punch, this one to distract from her attempt to knee me
in the stomach. I wasn’t distracted. I grabbed her thigh, falling back and using my momentum to
drag her over and dump her on her back.I hadn’t expected Sara to grab my arm as she went
over, pulling me with her. So, I was the one who ended up on my back, with Sara straddling my
chest. Her smile beamed as she undid her ponytail, letting her long blonde hair fall loose over
her shoulders.“Old man,” she said“You’re a fast learner.” I tried to sit up and she pushed me
back.“Not yet. You must learn patience.” She laughed, mocking a familiar speech I’d given to her
when she’d wanted to learn quicker than she was capable of.I pushed her hand away, which
caused her to lose her balance. She fell forward, her face coming close to mine. She inhaled
sharply as our mouths almost touched. Her pupils dilated as she licked her lips invitingly. I looked
into her green eyes and wanted to take her, wanted to feel her naked skin against mine, to feel
her moving around me as I entered her. The moment lasted longer than it should have.“Would
Nathan Garrett report to employee parking? That’s Nathan Garrett to employee parking.” The
loudspeaker announcement brought us both back to our senses.“We should go,” Sara said, and
rolled off me, going over to grab her bottle of water.I lay on the ground a moment longer and tried
to think of something calming. The gym mats weren’t going to be enough. When finally ready to
move, I got back to my feet and made my way to the intercom by the main entrance, pushing the



button and informing whoever was on the other end that I would be half an hour. Tommy could
come find me himself if it was that important. I didn’t work for him.“You okay?” I asked Sara, who
hadn’t spoken in a few minutes.“I have a boyfriend,” she said softly. “I love him. I love being with
him; he’s fun and sweet and treats me well. Something I’ve not had much experience with.”“I
know.”“So why do you make me forget all about him? How is it that you have this effect on me?
That I want to do incredibly bad things to you every time I see you?”I shrugged. “I’m sorry, Sara. If
you want me to stop training—”“No,” she snapped. “Tommy and you both told me that if I’m going
to be his assistant, I need training. And more than one person has said you’re the best to do that.
I just want to be able to train. Without the desire to rip all your clothes off and fuck you on the
floor.”“I don’t know what to say. Maybe we both need a cold shower, and to try to keep it
professional in the future. No matter how difficult that might be. I don’t want you to do anything to
jeopardize the happiness you have at home.”“I won’t,” she said, sounding certain. “I can control
this. I just need to avoid draping myself over you in future.” She picked up her bag and slung the
strap over one shoulder. “I’ll go shower and tell Tommy you’ll be up soon.”“Thanks,” I said, and
then she was gone, leaving me with a great desire to bathe myself in ice-cold water for the
foreseeable future.As it turned out, once I’d showered and dressed, any longing I felt was buried
deep inside me as I walked through the busy office building owned by my friend Thomas
Carpenter.Technically, it’s two buildings; one was three stories and the other twenty-five, joined
together by a walkway above the staff parking area outside. I looked out of a nearby window,
down at the smaller of the two buildings. It’s the only entrance to the larger building and includes
enough security to make getting into the White House seem like a walk in the park. Six lifts, all
glass except for the floor and ceiling, each containing a thermal imaging unit and metal detector.
Runes, carved into the very structure of the building, ensured that no one could use their abilities
unless authorized. I looked down at the small bracelet on my wrist; the runes carved into the
wooden beads allowed me to access my magic. Each staff member wore one, even the humans,
so that no one could be identified from appearance alone. Each bracelet was designed for that
person only, and not all bracelets were created equal.The larger building had similar runes
carved into the steel and concrete. It wasn’t overkill. My friend Thomas—or Tommy, as he liked
to be known—was once a private investigator. Now he runs his own investigations firm, and he’s
managed to piss off a lot of powerful people in the process.But none of the measures were there
to protect him. As a six-hundred-plus-year-old werewolf, he’s quite capable of taking care of
himself. But he’d never have forgiven himself if his people got hurt because of a lack of care and
protection.I made my way through to the lifts, saying hello to the various people who knew me,
and gaining a few odd glances from those who didn’t. When everyone else is suited and booted,
the man wearing jeans and a hooded top, and carrying a leather biker jacket, sort of stands
out.As the lift doors opened, revealing the mirrored walls inside, another loudspeaker
announcement sounded. “Can Mr. Garrett please go to the employee parking lot?”I stepped into
the lift and pressed the button for the ground floor. I had no idea what Tommy wanted, but I was
already certain it wasn’t going to be good.By the time I’d reached the smaller building, I’d already



devised a dozen scenarios in which Tommy asked me to do something either ridiculous or
dangerous. Probably a combination of the two.I walked along a curved corridor of the smaller
building, passing armed guards. I occasionally glanced down through the glass sides at the
reception below until I reached another set of lifts. The green button lit up when I pressed it,
flashing slowly as the lift made its way up the three floors toward me. The reception lifts had
glass walls and moved slower than the normal ones so that the occupants could be easily
monitored.I took the lift down to reception and said hi to a few more people as I left through one
of the two revolving doors and into the parking lot outside. I found Tommy and Sara standing
beside a large black Toyota Hilux truck. They were deep in conversation, which stopped when
Tommy saw me.Sara had changed into a blue blouse, her hair pulled back into a ponytail. She
glanced up as Tommy threw something at me, which I caught one handed. A set of car keys.“Are
we going somewhere nice?” I asked.“Sara, can you give us a moment?” Tommy asked.Sara
walked away to a respectable distance before playing with her phone and pretending that she
wasn’t trying to listen in.“I need your help.”I raised an eyebrow. “Since when do you need my
help?” I gestured to the building behind me. “There are a dozen people in there who would die
for the chance to help you.”“I need someone I can trust, no matter what happens.”“Why? What’s
going to happen, Tommy?”He at least had the decency to look outraged. “Nothing,” he sighed.
“It’s recon work I agreed to do to help a client. And I want you to be my backup.”“Keep
talking.”“Fifteen years ago a nasty little bastard by the name of Neil Hatchell attacked and raped
seven women. He got out of prison two weeks ago.”“There’s more to this, I assume.”“He’s a
werewolf, and after he was done beating each of his victims half to death, he bit them. Three
women died from the change, and another killed herself when she couldn’t cope with what she’d
become. He was charged by Avalon with seven counts of rape, three of murder, one destruction
of a mind, and seven of gene manipulation without consent.”“So why isn’t he dead?” I asked.
Avalon doesn’t look fondly on crimes like his. In fact, it was a surprise that Neil had been
arrested at all. Normally, the Law of Avalon isn’t shy about ending problems on a more
permanent basis.“No idea. Instead they stuck him in the Hole. Third floor.”The Hole was a prison
on an isolated island in the North Atlantic. It’s not on any maps, and it has a permanent no-fly
zone around it for anyone not associated with Avalon. It’s also one of only three prisons with
enough capabilities to handle even the most powerful of creatures. It consists of ten floors, all
underground; the more dangerous you are, the higher the number—and the further down you’re
kept. The upper seven are guarded night and day, while the lower three are left unguarded and
it’s up to the prisoners to rule themselves. No one in their right mind wants to be placed down
there. I’ve been down twice. Once I almost didn’t make it back, and the second time was even
less fun.“Bet that wasn’t a picnic. How the hell did he get out after only fifteen years? He should
have served over two hundred years for the deaths alone.”“Again, no idea. But he’s out and
officially can’t be touched; he’s served his time and is a free man. Unofficially…well, that’s where
we come in. My client wants him checked out. So I want to bring you and Sara with me.”“You
want us to go pay him a visit and make sure he’s behaving himself? So why is Sara



coming?”“She’s my assistant. She’s been here two months, and she hasn’t accompanied
anyone on assignment. She needs to know the type of work we do. I figure with me and you
there, there’s nowhere safer for her to be.”“Except in the office here,” I pointed out. “She’s not
ready.”“Is that Nate the fully trained professional problem solver talking, or Nate’s penis?”I
couldn’t help but chuckle. “My penis hasn’t done a lot of talking lately.”“She has a
boyfriend.”“Thank you for the relationship advice,” I said. “I know this already. Nothing has
happened between us, nor will it. She’s had no weapons training.”“You’ll keep her safe, you know
it.” He turned and walked back toward his truck, waving Sara to come and join him. He opened
the door for her to get in and I sighed and followed. Tommy was right, although I’d never have
told him that. Sara did need the experience.As I opened the driver’s door, I saw a big beaming
smile on Tommy’s stupid, smug face, and I already knew I was going to regret saying
yes.CHAPTER 1Basingstoke, England. Now.She lay on the floor, panting. Her chest rose and
fell quickly in an effort to get as much oxygen into her body as possible. Her bare midriff, the
muscles taut and inviting, the skin tanned and beautiful, glistened with sweat—only one thought
entered my mind. Oh crap.“You want a drink?” I asked, picking up a bottle of water from the
floor.Sara sat up and caught the cold bottle in one hand when I threw it to her. As she drank,
water dripped down her chin, landing just above her sports bra and trickling down between her
breasts. I stared at my bottle of water and considered tipping it down my pants. I settled for
drinking it, while ensuring that my gaze fell on nothing that could be considered sexy. A stack of
blue mats sat at the end of the huge gym hall. There is nothing sexy about a blue gym mat. That
did the trick.“So, you want to go for another round?” she asked.I turned back to her just in time to
catch the half empty bottle of water she’d thrown at my head. “That’s not nice,” I said with a smile.
“You’re going to have to be taught a lesson.”Sara got back to her feet and put herself in a fighting
stance. “Come on, old man, let’s see if you’ve still got what it takes.”I tossed both bottles aside
and deflected the punch I knew was coming. I pushed her arm aside and stepped around her,
keeping my distance, making her do the work. Sara might have only been human, and only been
fighting for a few months, but what she lacked in experience, she more than made up for in
tenacity and quickness.Her foot spun around, trying to catch me in my ribs, but I blocked it with
ease. Unfortunately, she knew what I was going to do and quickly switched tactics, throwing a
punch, which I wasn’t positioned to block effectively. I took a glancing blow off my cheek as I
dodged aside. “Good shot.”Sara smiled. She’d remembered not to get dragged into a
conversation with the person you’re fighting. Concentrate on the person trying to knock you out,
not on having a chat.She threw another punch, this one to distract from her attempt to knee me
in the stomach. I wasn’t distracted. I grabbed her thigh, falling back and using my momentum to
drag her over and dump her on her back.I hadn’t expected Sara to grab my arm as she went
over, pulling me with her. So, I was the one who ended up on my back, with Sara straddling my
chest. Her smile beamed as she undid her ponytail, letting her long blonde hair fall loose over
her shoulders.“Old man,” she said“You’re a fast learner.” I tried to sit up and she pushed me
back.“Not yet. You must learn patience.” She laughed, mocking a familiar speech I’d given to her



when she’d wanted to learn quicker than she was capable of.I pushed her hand away, which
caused her to lose her balance. She fell forward, her face coming close to mine. She inhaled
sharply as our mouths almost touched. Her pupils dilated as she licked her lips invitingly. I looked
into her green eyes and wanted to take her, wanted to feel her naked skin against mine, to feel
her moving around me as I entered her. The moment lasted longer than it should have.“Would
Nathan Garrett report to employee parking? That’s Nathan Garrett to employee parking.” The
loudspeaker announcement brought us both back to our senses.“We should go,” Sara said, and
rolled off me, going over to grab her bottle of water.I lay on the ground a moment longer and tried
to think of something calming. The gym mats weren’t going to be enough. When finally ready to
move, I got back to my feet and made my way to the intercom by the main entrance, pushing the
button and informing whoever was on the other end that I would be half an hour. Tommy could
come find me himself if it was that important. I didn’t work for him.“You okay?” I asked Sara, who
hadn’t spoken in a few minutes.“I have a boyfriend,” she said softly. “I love him. I love being with
him; he’s fun and sweet and treats me well. Something I’ve not had much experience with.”“I
know.”“So why do you make me forget all about him? How is it that you have this effect on me?
That I want to do incredibly bad things to you every time I see you?”I shrugged. “I’m sorry, Sara. If
you want me to stop training—”“No,” she snapped. “Tommy and you both told me that if I’m going
to be his assistant, I need training. And more than one person has said you’re the best to do that.
I just want to be able to train. Without the desire to rip all your clothes off and fuck you on the
floor.”“I don’t know what to say. Maybe we both need a cold shower, and to try to keep it
professional in the future. No matter how difficult that might be. I don’t want you to do anything to
jeopardize the happiness you have at home.”“I won’t,” she said, sounding certain. “I can control
this. I just need to avoid draping myself over you in future.” She picked up her bag and slung the
strap over one shoulder. “I’ll go shower and tell Tommy you’ll be up soon.”“Thanks,” I said, and
then she was gone, leaving me with a great desire to bathe myself in ice-cold water for the
foreseeable future.As it turned out, once I’d showered and dressed, any longing I felt was buried
deep inside me as I walked through the busy office building owned by my friend Thomas
Carpenter.Technically, it’s two buildings; one was three stories and the other twenty-five, joined
together by a walkway above the staff parking area outside. I looked out of a nearby window,
down at the smaller of the two buildings. It’s the only entrance to the larger building and includes
enough security to make getting into the White House seem like a walk in the park. Six lifts, all
glass except for the floor and ceiling, each containing a thermal imaging unit and metal detector.
Runes, carved into the very structure of the building, ensured that no one could use their abilities
unless authorized. I looked down at the small bracelet on my wrist; the runes carved into the
wooden beads allowed me to access my magic. Each staff member wore one, even the humans,
so that no one could be identified from appearance alone. Each bracelet was designed for that
person only, and not all bracelets were created equal.The larger building had similar runes
carved into the steel and concrete. It wasn’t overkill. My friend Thomas—or Tommy, as he liked
to be known—was once a private investigator. Now he runs his own investigations firm, and he’s



managed to piss off a lot of powerful people in the process.But none of the measures were there
to protect him. As a six-hundred-plus-year-old werewolf, he’s quite capable of taking care of
himself. But he’d never have forgiven himself if his people got hurt because of a lack of care and
protection.I made my way through to the lifts, saying hello to the various people who knew me,
and gaining a few odd glances from those who didn’t. When everyone else is suited and booted,
the man wearing jeans and a hooded top, and carrying a leather biker jacket, sort of stands
out.As the lift doors opened, revealing the mirrored walls inside, another loudspeaker
announcement sounded. “Can Mr. Garrett please go to the employee parking lot?”I stepped into
the lift and pressed the button for the ground floor. I had no idea what Tommy wanted, but I was
already certain it wasn’t going to be good.By the time I’d reached the smaller building, I’d already
devised a dozen scenarios in which Tommy asked me to do something either ridiculous or
dangerous. Probably a combination of the two.I walked along a curved corridor of the smaller
building, passing armed guards. I occasionally glanced down through the glass sides at the
reception below until I reached another set of lifts. The green button lit up when I pressed it,
flashing slowly as the lift made its way up the three floors toward me. The reception lifts had
glass walls and moved slower than the normal ones so that the occupants could be easily
monitored.I took the lift down to reception and said hi to a few more people as I left through one
of the two revolving doors and into the parking lot outside. I found Tommy and Sara standing
beside a large black Toyota Hilux truck. They were deep in conversation, which stopped when
Tommy saw me.Sara had changed into a blue blouse, her hair pulled back into a ponytail. She
glanced up as Tommy threw something at me, which I caught one handed. A set of car keys.“Are
we going somewhere nice?” I asked.“Sara, can you give us a moment?” Tommy asked.Sara
walked away to a respectable distance before playing with her phone and pretending that she
wasn’t trying to listen in.“I need your help.”I raised an eyebrow. “Since when do you need my
help?” I gestured to the building behind me. “There are a dozen people in there who would die
for the chance to help you.”“I need someone I can trust, no matter what happens.”“Why? What’s
going to happen, Tommy?”He at least had the decency to look outraged. “Nothing,” he sighed.
“It’s recon work I agreed to do to help a client. And I want you to be my backup.”“Keep
talking.”“Fifteen years ago a nasty little bastard by the name of Neil Hatchell attacked and raped
seven women. He got out of prison two weeks ago.”“There’s more to this, I assume.”“He’s a
werewolf, and after he was done beating each of his victims half to death, he bit them. Three
women died from the change, and another killed herself when she couldn’t cope with what she’d
become. He was charged by Avalon with seven counts of rape, three of murder, one destruction
of a mind, and seven of gene manipulation without consent.”“So why isn’t he dead?” I asked.
Avalon doesn’t look fondly on crimes like his. In fact, it was a surprise that Neil had been
arrested at all. Normally, the Law of Avalon isn’t shy about ending problems on a more
permanent basis.“No idea. Instead they stuck him in the Hole. Third floor.”The Hole was a prison
on an isolated island in the North Atlantic. It’s not on any maps, and it has a permanent no-fly
zone around it for anyone not associated with Avalon. It’s also one of only three prisons with



enough capabilities to handle even the most powerful of creatures. It consists of ten floors, all
underground; the more dangerous you are, the higher the number—and the further down you’re
kept. The upper seven are guarded night and day, while the lower three are left unguarded and
it’s up to the prisoners to rule themselves. No one in their right mind wants to be placed down
there. I’ve been down twice. Once I almost didn’t make it back, and the second time was even
less fun.“Bet that wasn’t a picnic. How the hell did he get out after only fifteen years? He should
have served over two hundred years for the deaths alone.”“Again, no idea. But he’s out and
officially can’t be touched; he’s served his time and is a free man. Unofficially…well, that’s where
we come in. My client wants him checked out. So I want to bring you and Sara with me.”“You
want us to go pay him a visit and make sure he’s behaving himself? So why is Sara
coming?”“She’s my assistant. She’s been here two months, and she hasn’t accompanied
anyone on assignment. She needs to know the type of work we do. I figure with me and you
there, there’s nowhere safer for her to be.”“Except in the office here,” I pointed out. “She’s not
ready.”“Is that Nate the fully trained professional problem solver talking, or Nate’s penis?”I
couldn’t help but chuckle. “My penis hasn’t done a lot of talking lately.”“She has a
boyfriend.”“Thank you for the relationship advice,” I said. “I know this already. Nothing has
happened between us, nor will it. She’s had no weapons training.”“You’ll keep her safe, you know
it.” He turned and walked back toward his truck, waving Sara to come and join him. He opened
the door for her to get in and I sighed and followed. Tommy was right, although I’d never have
told him that. Sara did need the experience.As I opened the driver’s door, I saw a big beaming
smile on Tommy’s stupid, smug face, and I already knew I was going to regret saying
yes.CHAPTER 2We pulled up outside a pair of twelve-story-high, red-bricked buildings. I parked
the car and stepped out into the cold air, surveying the large parking area with its expensive cars
sitting idle beside an expanse of immaculate green lawn.I closed the door and walked across
the grass until I reached a small bench beside an expansive koi pond. The large fish came to the
surface, clearly used to being fed by passersby, vanishing away back into the deep darkness
when they realized no food was forthcoming.“I don’t even know how you got us through the
gates,” I said to Tommy, as he and Sara sat beside me. Unlike the other, smaller houses that
dotted the area, all with drives and garages, these two taller buildings had a pair of huge iron
security gates for cars to get through before reaching the outside parking area. I’d been more
than a little surprised when Tommy had handed me the key card, which had gained us
access.“Friends in high places,” he said with a smirk, “Same person who gave me this.”He
passed me a folded sheet of paper, on which was written two sets of numbers—one four digits in
length and the other six. “What are they?”“The four-digit is the key code to the building on the
left; the six-digit is the code to Neil’s alarm in his penthouse.”“How the hell did they get that?”
Sara asked.“The code for the front door is on file at the security company. Only they can change
it. The same company keeps the details for every resident’s alarm. Anyone who lives here is
required to keep the code on file in case of emergencies.”I memorized the two numbers and
passed the paper back. “I assume you have a plan.”“You get in, look around, and get



out.”“Actually, I’m a bit more concerned about why you need me here if you have the damn
codes, Tommy.”“You’re better at this stuff than me.”I stared at him for a good twenty seconds
before allowing myself to say anything, just in case it was derogatory. “Fuck off.” Apparently I
hadn’t waited long enough. “You’re a powerful werewolf who could easily get in and out without
problems. One quick change to your wolf form and you’re basically the animal version of a damn
ninja. So what’s the real reason?”“Neil’s a wolf,” he reminded me. “If you’re caught in there, you
can get away with little fuss. If I get caught by a werewolf, one of us is going to die.”“Why?” Sara
asked.“It’s a territory thing. If I get caught on his ground, he’ll protect it with his life, and there’s no
way the beast inside me will let a challenge pass when he attacks me. Best-case scenario, I get
away without tearing him in half. Besides, even if I don’t get caught, he’s going to know a
werewolf was in his home. Nate smells like a human, at least until he uses magic.”“What does he
smell like after that?” Sara asked.“Power,” Tommy said. “And death.”“Well, that wasn’t utterly
depressing,” I said, trying to lighten the rapidly darkening mood.“She did ask,” Tommy pointed
out before removing something from his pocket and passing it to me.I turned the small radio and
microphone over in my hands. “I’m not going on a mob bust.”“It’s that or you wear one of those
ridiculous Bluetooth headsets, which are about as secure as yelling really loud. I need to stay in
contact with you, just in case he comes home early.”I placed the radio in my pocket, clipped the
microphone to my shirt, and pressed the earpiece home. “I assume you’ve done some recon
work to know where he might be at ten in the morning?”“Of course. Neil leaves his building a
little after 9 a.m. and comes back at 3 p.m. He then leaves again at 6 p.m. and comes back
sometime in the morning between 1 and 3 a.m. Twice he’s arrived back with young women, who
then leave a few hours before Neil surfaces. According to the notes, the young women were of…
questionable virtue.”“They’re hookers, is what you’re getting at, yes?” Sara asked, which made
me laugh.“I’m surrounded by uncouth ruffians.”“And apparently you live in the nineteenth
century,” I said. “I’m going to break into his house before you call me a ragamuffin or something
equally hurtful.”Even Tommy had to laugh, but it was cut short by a serious expression. “Nate, be
careful. This guy is a nutcase. If he sees you in there, he’ll attack you.”I forced a grin. “Isn’t that
why you brought me along in the first place?”I walked off before Tommy could argue. We both
knew that I was going into the house not only because he was concerned about killing Neil
before we’d had the chance to talk to him, but because he knew that I could take care of myself
better than anyone who worked for him. Over the centuries, Tommy and I had been caught in
enough life-and-death situations to know that we could rely on one another to perform under
pressure.I entered the four-digit code and pushed open the front door. Warm air from the foyer
beyond washed over me like a summer breeze. A single guard sat behind a desk opposite the
building’s staircase. He couldn’t have appeared less interested in being there if he’d been
sleeping. That changed the second he saw me, though. He straightened up and pushed the
newspaper he’d been reading to one side.“Can I help you, sir?” he asked.“You’re a bloody idiot,” I
whispered into the mic. “There’s a damn guard.”“Sir?” the guard repeated.“Oh sorry, jet lag tends
to make me a little all over the place,” I said with a smile and reached out my hand. “Nathan



Garrett, I work for Neil Hatchell.”“Mister Hatchell is not here at the moment.”The distaste in his
voice when he uttered Neil’s name was clear; maybe he didn’t approve of prostitutes being
brought back to the upmarket building where he worked. Or maybe Neil was just a dick. I figured
it was a little of both, and it meant that I could change tactics. “Okay, you seem like a nice
guy…”“Roger.”“Well, Roger, I don’t actually work for Mister Hatchell, and I know he’s not
in.”“Then you should leave.”“Probably, but you see, Mister Hatchell was recently let out of jail. Did
you know that? He served time for rape?”The fact that Roger had turned the color of magnolia
told me he didn’t.“I work for certain people who want to make sure he’s behaving himself,
sticking to the straight and narrow, if you will.”“You’re his probation officer?”“Exactly,” I said. “My
job is to keep tabs on him. He appears to have come into a lot of money when he was released,
and we’re not entirely convinced that he got it via legal means. I’m here to check that out.”“I still
don’t think I should let you—”“Roger,” I interrupted. “Do you know what your employers would say
if they found out that the penthouse suite was occupied by a rapist, a former prison inmate, and
someone who could be committing crimes as we speak? What do you think will happen to the
equity of the other occupants? I don’t think they’ll be very happy. Now, if we do it my way and
he’s done something wrong, it all gets sorted quietly. But if not, then the press will get involved
and the police will want to interview everyone in the building. It’ll be a mess. Is that something
you want to deal with?”Roger shook his head.“Good man. So here’s what we’re going to do. I’m
going upstairs to look around and check that things are okay, and you’re going to go back to
reading your paper.” I slipped a fifty-pound note onto the desk. “Something to say thank you.
There’s some more in it for you when I come back down, if you forget I ever existed.”“Deal,”
Roger said instantly.I pushed the button for the lift and waited a few seconds for the number
above it to drop down to GF and the doors to open. “Good man,” I said to Roger again and
pressed the button for the penthouse.“Apparently, they didn’t go inside the building to look
around,” Tommy said inside my ear.“Well maybe next time you should send people who will do a
better job.”“It was their first assignment—sit in the car and watch. I’m sorry, I’ll speak to them
when we get back to the office.”Anger drained out of me. “Okay, don’t go overboard though. My
first-ever assignment didn’t exactly go to plan, either.”“Weren’t you about thirteen?”“Twelve,” I
corrected, “Even so, it wasn’t the sparkling success that Merlin had been after. Anyway, we have
another issue.”“Which is?”“The lock on this door is a bastard of a thing. You sure I can’t just kick
the damn door in half?”“Not exactly a stealthy option, is it?”I mumbled something under my
breath and placed my palm against the door’s lock. White glyphs cascaded from my fingers,
across the back of my hands, and down over my wrists and forearms, vanishing beneath the
sleeve of my hoodie, where they would continue up my arms and across my chest and
back.Magic is a complicated beast. For the most part, you think about what you want to do, and,
if you’re powerful and experienced enough, the magic will form on those thoughts. Magic wants
to be used, to flow freely from the sorcerer, no matter how dangerous that might be. In contrast,
the actual control of magic is very difficult. Even the smaller uses of magic, like lighting a candle,
require precise movements and power, so that you’re not left with a big puddle of wax and a lot



of fires to put out.That’s why young sorcerers are so dangerous—they don’t have the control
needed to temper their magic and have, on occasion, caused devastation when their power has
exceeded their ability.Using air magic to fill the inside of a lock in the exact same way as a key
was both time consuming and tiring. When the magic touched the inside of the mechanism, I felt
it as if I were using my own finger. It’s a matter of remembering where each part was so that I
could construct the key and turn it. One wrong move and I’d have to start from scratch, and it’s
not something that I could do in a hurry. The more complex the lock, the more of a pain in the
arse it is to use magic to open it.The lock on the penthouse was one of the more secure locks
that I’d ever had to pick. The main problem was that you had to turn the key once to make it click,
move the key back to its original position and then do it again, but this time the click came further
away. It took me ten minutes to get the lock open. I certainly would have been happier kicking the
door in.The second the door closed behind me, a continuous beep sounded from an alarm
panel on the wall next to me. I punched in the six digits and the beeping ended. That had been
my major worry: What if Neil had changed the code and not told anyone? Turns out, I needn’t
have been concerned.“I’m in,” I said, and started looking around the spacious flat.“You see
anything suspicious?”“Who in their right mind would have weird shit sitting around the second
you stepped into the house, Tommy?” I asked. “He might be nuts, but I’m guessing he’s not the
‘hang the dead corpses of your victims from the ceiling of your home’ kind of nuts.”I started
searching the flat, but found nothing more than an incredibly tidy place and some questionable
movies next to the huge TV in his front room. Off the large main room was a kitchen at one end
and hallway at the other. The kitchen, like everything else, was so clean that I could make out my
reflection in the marble worktops, and although there was a lot of raw meat in the fridge, none of
it looked out of place in a werewolf’s kitchen.The hallway led to two bedrooms and a bathroom,
all of which mimicked the rest of the place. “Tommy, there’s nothing here. I’ve found some porn in
the bedroom, which wasn’t exactly a pleasant sight, but nothing illegal about it.”“What do you
mean?”“Extreme domination stuff,” I said candidly. “Women being tied up, gagged, beaten, that
kind of thing. Not exactly my cup of tea, but also not an indication that he’s butchering women in
his bathtub. Which, by the way, is also spotless.” I walked to the large window at the end of the
hallway and looked down on the parking lot below me. “People like this don’t just give up and
stop trying.”“I know,” Tommy said. “They get worse, not better. All that pent-up rage and
aggression he would have had in prison, he wouldn’t have just forgotten about it.”“He’s either
letting it out somewhere else, or he’s castrated himself and he can’t do a damn thing
anymore.”“Something isn’t right here,” Tommy said.I rested my forehead against the glass pane
and thought about where I would stash something I didn’t want people to find. I’d want it nearby—
I’d need it close so that I could go and look at it, to relive how I’d felt whilst I was doing whatever
it was that had made me happy. “Did Neil take souvenirs?” I asked.There was a rustle of paper
before Tommy spoke. “He took their purses. Left them the money, but took everything else. The
purses were recovered when he was arrested.”“Does it say where they were found?”More
rustling. “Attic.”“This place doesn’t have an attic,” I said.I walked back to the master bedroom and



glanced around. It was barely decorated, with a bed, TV, and chest of drawers. A wooden chair
sat next to the window and a door led to a small but well-maintained bathroom.The only other
item in the bedroom was the large built-in wardrobe. I opened the double doors and revealed a
long row of clothes. I hadn’t given it much thought the first time around, but it wasn’t cluttered or
full. I cursed myself and pushed all the clothes aside, revealing two leather handles at the top of
the cupboard, which, pulled aside, revealed a hidden room.Once I’d removed the false panel of
the wardrobe and tossed it onto the bed, I noticed a light switch just inside and above where the
panel had been. I flicked it on, bathing the small room in light.Once fully inside the room, I
started my search. It took about three seconds before I found something wrong. Really wrong.A
desk had been placed under one of two lights, with a large pin-up board behind it, leaning up
against the wall. It was covered with pictures of women. “Tommy, do you have pictures of Neil’s
previous victims down there?”“Yeah,” he said. “You need copies?”“Text them to me.”Sure
enough, after a few minutes, several texts appeared on my phone, and my fears were confirmed.
“He has pictures of every victim up here.”“Anyone new?”I scanned the photos, dozens in all,
each overlapping the one closest to it until it formed some sort of hideous collage of stalking.
“Four new girls, their photos are the same.”“The same how?” Tommy asked.“He stalked them
from a distance like with his previous victims. If he’s hurt any of them, I can’t see any evidence to
say he did it in here.” I opened the drawers on the desk and found a large map, part of which was
circled in red pen with the word “farm” written beside it. I used my phone to take several close-up
photos before continuing my search of the room.“I might be wrong,” I said after finding some
thick iron chains, which were secured to both the floor and ceiling. “He’s more than equipped to
hurt people here.”“You sure?”“There’s a map with the word “farm” and a circled area; that mean
anything to you?”“A farm, you’re sure?” Tommy asked.“Ask me again if I’m sure about something,
Tommy. Yes, I’m fucking sure.”“My client was informed that the police got a tip-off—some sort of
suspicious activity taking place at an abandoned farm about thirty miles outside of the city.
Apparently no one has had time to check it out yet; they’ve been getting crackpot calls about that
serial killer in the news. Could the serial killer be Neil?”“It’s possible,” I said. “It’s worth looking
into in any case.” I stood and brushed my hands on my trousers before switching the light off and
leaving the room. The LOA—the Law of Avalon—would want to look into Neil’s activities.
Hopefully, this time they’d make sure he couldn’t get out again, preferably with a more
permanent residency somewhere a little hotter.I replaced the panel, ensuring nothing appeared
too out of place, but as I stepped out of the wardrobe, I caught my foot on something and slipped
back, landing with a bang. I got up to close the doors and paused when I heard the unmistakable
sound of a shotgun being loaded. “Tommy, we have a much bigger problem.”CHAPTER 2We
pulled up outside a pair of twelve-story-high, red-bricked buildings. I parked the car and stepped
out into the cold air, surveying the large parking area with its expensive cars sitting idle beside
an expanse of immaculate green lawn.I closed the door and walked across the grass until I
reached a small bench beside an expansive koi pond. The large fish came to the surface, clearly
used to being fed by passersby, vanishing away back into the deep darkness when they realized



no food was forthcoming.“I don’t even know how you got us through the gates,” I said to Tommy,
as he and Sara sat beside me. Unlike the other, smaller houses that dotted the area, all with
drives and garages, these two taller buildings had a pair of huge iron security gates for cars to
get through before reaching the outside parking area. I’d been more than a little surprised when
Tommy had handed me the key card, which had gained us access.“Friends in high places,” he
said with a smirk, “Same person who gave me this.”He passed me a folded sheet of paper, on
which was written two sets of numbers—one four digits in length and the other six. “What are
they?”“The four-digit is the key code to the building on the left; the six-digit is the code to Neil’s
alarm in his penthouse.”“How the hell did they get that?” Sara asked.“The code for the front door
is on file at the security company. Only they can change it. The same company keeps the details
for every resident’s alarm. Anyone who lives here is required to keep the code on file in case of
emergencies.”I memorized the two numbers and passed the paper back. “I assume you have a
plan.”“You get in, look around, and get out.”“Actually, I’m a bit more concerned about why you
need me here if you have the damn codes, Tommy.”“You’re better at this stuff than me.”I stared at
him for a good twenty seconds before allowing myself to say anything, just in case it was
derogatory. “Fuck off.” Apparently I hadn’t waited long enough. “You’re a powerful werewolf who
could easily get in and out without problems. One quick change to your wolf form and you’re
basically the animal version of a damn ninja. So what’s the real reason?”“Neil’s a wolf,” he
reminded me. “If you’re caught in there, you can get away with little fuss. If I get caught by a
werewolf, one of us is going to die.”“Why?” Sara asked.“It’s a territory thing. If I get caught on his
ground, he’ll protect it with his life, and there’s no way the beast inside me will let a challenge
pass when he attacks me. Best-case scenario, I get away without tearing him in half. Besides,
even if I don’t get caught, he’s going to know a werewolf was in his home. Nate smells like a
human, at least until he uses magic.”“What does he smell like after that?” Sara asked.“Power,”
Tommy said. “And death.”“Well, that wasn’t utterly depressing,” I said, trying to lighten the rapidly
darkening mood.“She did ask,” Tommy pointed out before removing something from his pocket
and passing it to me.I turned the small radio and microphone over in my hands. “I’m not going on
a mob bust.”“It’s that or you wear one of those ridiculous Bluetooth headsets, which are about as
secure as yelling really loud. I need to stay in contact with you, just in case he comes home
early.”I placed the radio in my pocket, clipped the microphone to my shirt, and pressed the
earpiece home. “I assume you’ve done some recon work to know where he might be at ten in the
morning?”“Of course. Neil leaves his building a little after 9 a.m. and comes back at 3 p.m. He
then leaves again at 6 p.m. and comes back sometime in the morning between 1 and 3 a.m.
Twice he’s arrived back with young women, who then leave a few hours before Neil surfaces.
According to the notes, the young women were of…questionable virtue.”“They’re hookers, is
what you’re getting at, yes?” Sara asked, which made me laugh.“I’m surrounded by uncouth
ruffians.”“And apparently you live in the nineteenth century,” I said. “I’m going to break into his
house before you call me a ragamuffin or something equally hurtful.”Even Tommy had to laugh,
but it was cut short by a serious expression. “Nate, be careful. This guy is a nutcase. If he sees



you in there, he’ll attack you.”I forced a grin. “Isn’t that why you brought me along in the first
place?”I walked off before Tommy could argue. We both knew that I was going into the house not
only because he was concerned about killing Neil before we’d had the chance to talk to him, but
because he knew that I could take care of myself better than anyone who worked for him. Over
the centuries, Tommy and I had been caught in enough life-and-death situations to know that we
could rely on one another to perform under pressure.I entered the four-digit code and pushed
open the front door. Warm air from the foyer beyond washed over me like a summer breeze. A
single guard sat behind a desk opposite the building’s staircase. He couldn’t have appeared less
interested in being there if he’d been sleeping. That changed the second he saw me, though. He
straightened up and pushed the newspaper he’d been reading to one side.“Can I help you, sir?”
he asked.“You’re a bloody idiot,” I whispered into the mic. “There’s a damn guard.”“Sir?” the
guard repeated.“Oh sorry, jet lag tends to make me a little all over the place,” I said with a smile
and reached out my hand. “Nathan Garrett, I work for Neil Hatchell.”“Mister Hatchell is not here
at the moment.”The distaste in his voice when he uttered Neil’s name was clear; maybe he didn’t
approve of prostitutes being brought back to the upmarket building where he worked. Or maybe
Neil was just a dick. I figured it was a little of both, and it meant that I could change tactics.
“Okay, you seem like a nice guy…”“Roger.”“Well, Roger, I don’t actually work for Mister Hatchell,
and I know he’s not in.”“Then you should leave.”“Probably, but you see, Mister Hatchell was
recently let out of jail. Did you know that? He served time for rape?”The fact that Roger had
turned the color of magnolia told me he didn’t.“I work for certain people who want to make sure
he’s behaving himself, sticking to the straight and narrow, if you will.”“You’re his probation
officer?”“Exactly,” I said. “My job is to keep tabs on him. He appears to have come into a lot of
money when he was released, and we’re not entirely convinced that he got it via legal means. I’m
here to check that out.”“I still don’t think I should let you—”“Roger,” I interrupted. “Do you know
what your employers would say if they found out that the penthouse suite was occupied by a
rapist, a former prison inmate, and someone who could be committing crimes as we speak?
What do you think will happen to the equity of the other occupants? I don’t think they’ll be very
happy. Now, if we do it my way and he’s done something wrong, it all gets sorted quietly. But if
not, then the press will get involved and the police will want to interview everyone in the building.
It’ll be a mess. Is that something you want to deal with?”Roger shook his head.“Good man. So
here’s what we’re going to do. I’m going upstairs to look around and check that things are okay,
and you’re going to go back to reading your paper.” I slipped a fifty-pound note onto the desk.
“Something to say thank you. There’s some more in it for you when I come back down, if you
forget I ever existed.”“Deal,” Roger said instantly.I pushed the button for the lift and waited a few
seconds for the number above it to drop down to GF and the doors to open. “Good man,” I said
to Roger again and pressed the button for the penthouse.“Apparently, they didn’t go inside the
building to look around,” Tommy said inside my ear.“Well maybe next time you should send
people who will do a better job.”“It was their first assignment—sit in the car and watch. I’m sorry,
I’ll speak to them when we get back to the office.”Anger drained out of me. “Okay, don’t go



overboard though. My first-ever assignment didn’t exactly go to plan, either.”“Weren’t you about
thirteen?”“Twelve,” I corrected, “Even so, it wasn’t the sparkling success that Merlin had been
after. Anyway, we have another issue.”“Which is?”“The lock on this door is a bastard of a thing.
You sure I can’t just kick the damn door in half?”“Not exactly a stealthy option, is it?”I mumbled
something under my breath and placed my palm against the door’s lock. White glyphs cascaded
from my fingers, across the back of my hands, and down over my wrists and forearms, vanishing
beneath the sleeve of my hoodie, where they would continue up my arms and across my chest
and back.Magic is a complicated beast. For the most part, you think about what you want to do,
and, if you’re powerful and experienced enough, the magic will form on those thoughts. Magic
wants to be used, to flow freely from the sorcerer, no matter how dangerous that might be. In
contrast, the actual control of magic is very difficult. Even the smaller uses of magic, like lighting
a candle, require precise movements and power, so that you’re not left with a big puddle of wax
and a lot of fires to put out.That’s why young sorcerers are so dangerous—they don’t have the
control needed to temper their magic and have, on occasion, caused devastation when their
power has exceeded their ability.Using air magic to fill the inside of a lock in the exact same way
as a key was both time consuming and tiring. When the magic touched the inside of the
mechanism, I felt it as if I were using my own finger. It’s a matter of remembering where each
part was so that I could construct the key and turn it. One wrong move and I’d have to start from
scratch, and it’s not something that I could do in a hurry. The more complex the lock, the more of
a pain in the arse it is to use magic to open it.The lock on the penthouse was one of the more
secure locks that I’d ever had to pick. The main problem was that you had to turn the key once to
make it click, move the key back to its original position and then do it again, but this time the
click came further away. It took me ten minutes to get the lock open. I certainly would have been
happier kicking the door in.The second the door closed behind me, a continuous beep sounded
from an alarm panel on the wall next to me. I punched in the six digits and the beeping ended.
That had been my major worry: What if Neil had changed the code and not told anyone? Turns
out, I needn’t have been concerned.“I’m in,” I said, and started looking around the spacious
flat.“You see anything suspicious?”“Who in their right mind would have weird shit sitting around
the second you stepped into the house, Tommy?” I asked. “He might be nuts, but I’m guessing
he’s not the ‘hang the dead corpses of your victims from the ceiling of your home’ kind of nuts.”I
started searching the flat, but found nothing more than an incredibly tidy place and some
questionable movies next to the huge TV in his front room. Off the large main room was a
kitchen at one end and hallway at the other. The kitchen, like everything else, was so clean that I
could make out my reflection in the marble worktops, and although there was a lot of raw meat in
the fridge, none of it looked out of place in a werewolf’s kitchen.The hallway led to two bedrooms
and a bathroom, all of which mimicked the rest of the place. “Tommy, there’s nothing here. I’ve
found some porn in the bedroom, which wasn’t exactly a pleasant sight, but nothing illegal about
it.”“What do you mean?”“Extreme domination stuff,” I said candidly. “Women being tied up,
gagged, beaten, that kind of thing. Not exactly my cup of tea, but also not an indication that he’s



butchering women in his bathtub. Which, by the way, is also spotless.” I walked to the large
window at the end of the hallway and looked down on the parking lot below me. “People like this
don’t just give up and stop trying.”“I know,” Tommy said. “They get worse, not better. All that pent-
up rage and aggression he would have had in prison, he wouldn’t have just forgotten about
it.”“He’s either letting it out somewhere else, or he’s castrated himself and he can’t do a damn
thing anymore.”“Something isn’t right here,” Tommy said.I rested my forehead against the glass
pane and thought about where I would stash something I didn’t want people to find. I’d want it
nearby—I’d need it close so that I could go and look at it, to relive how I’d felt whilst I was doing
whatever it was that had made me happy. “Did Neil take souvenirs?” I asked.There was a rustle
of paper before Tommy spoke. “He took their purses. Left them the money, but took everything
else. The purses were recovered when he was arrested.”“Does it say where they were
found?”More rustling. “Attic.”“This place doesn’t have an attic,” I said.I walked back to the master
bedroom and glanced around. It was barely decorated, with a bed, TV, and chest of drawers. A
wooden chair sat next to the window and a door led to a small but well-maintained
bathroom.The only other item in the bedroom was the large built-in wardrobe. I opened the
double doors and revealed a long row of clothes. I hadn’t given it much thought the first time
around, but it wasn’t cluttered or full. I cursed myself and pushed all the clothes aside, revealing
two leather handles at the top of the cupboard, which, pulled aside, revealed a hidden
room.Once I’d removed the false panel of the wardrobe and tossed it onto the bed, I noticed a
light switch just inside and above where the panel had been. I flicked it on, bathing the small
room in light.Once fully inside the room, I started my search. It took about three seconds before I
found something wrong. Really wrong.A desk had been placed under one of two lights, with a
large pin-up board behind it, leaning up against the wall. It was covered with pictures of women.
“Tommy, do you have pictures of Neil’s previous victims down there?”“Yeah,” he said. “You need
copies?”“Text them to me.”Sure enough, after a few minutes, several texts appeared on my
phone, and my fears were confirmed. “He has pictures of every victim up here.”“Anyone new?”I
scanned the photos, dozens in all, each overlapping the one closest to it until it formed some
sort of hideous collage of stalking. “Four new girls, their photos are the same.”“The same how?”
Tommy asked.“He stalked them from a distance like with his previous victims. If he’s hurt any of
them, I can’t see any evidence to say he did it in here.” I opened the drawers on the desk and
found a large map, part of which was circled in red pen with the word “farm” written beside it. I
used my phone to take several close-up photos before continuing my search of the room.“I might
be wrong,” I said after finding some thick iron chains, which were secured to both the floor and
ceiling. “He’s more than equipped to hurt people here.”“You sure?”“There’s a map with the word
“farm” and a circled area; that mean anything to you?”“A farm, you’re sure?” Tommy asked.“Ask
me again if I’m sure about something, Tommy. Yes, I’m fucking sure.”“My client was informed that
the police got a tip-off—some sort of suspicious activity taking place at an abandoned farm
about thirty miles outside of the city. Apparently no one has had time to check it out yet; they’ve
been getting crackpot calls about that serial killer in the news. Could the serial killer be Neil?”“It’s



possible,” I said. “It’s worth looking into in any case.” I stood and brushed my hands on my
trousers before switching the light off and leaving the room. The LOA—the Law of Avalon—
would want to look into Neil’s activities. Hopefully, this time they’d make sure he couldn’t get out
again, preferably with a more permanent residency somewhere a little hotter.I replaced the
panel, ensuring nothing appeared too out of place, but as I stepped out of the wardrobe, I caught
my foot on something and slipped back, landing with a bang. I got up to close the doors and
paused when I heard the unmistakable sound of a shotgun being loaded. “Tommy, we have a
much bigger problem.”CHAPTER 3The blast missed me, and I hit the floor, rolling until my back
was against the wall next to where the now-ruined door sat.A second later, when my ears
stopped ringing, I heard the sound of smashing glass from the direction of the living room. I
edged along the wall and peered through the hole in the wooden bedroom door into the hallway
beyond, finding it empty except for a discarded shotgun on the floor.I sprinted into the living
room to find one of the dozen windows was shattered. Although acutely aware of how exposed I
was standing in the middle of a large open room, I made my way to the window and stared out,
looking down the hundred and fifty feet to the ground below.Neil was hanging from a rope about
fifty feet off the ground, moving very slowly down toward his escape. The rope was attached to
some climbing gear, which had been built into the curtain frame. It extended along the entire
length of the room. A small box behind the frame contained the rope, obviously strong enough to
hold a fully grown man, but small enough that it was easily concealable. It was quite a clever
idea; smash the window, grab the rope and rappel down the side of the building.“We’ve got
ourselves a rabbit,” I said. “Right now he’s hanging from a rope at the opposite side of the
building to you.”“On the way,” Tommy said.“From the speed he’s going, I could probably get to
him before he hits the ground. I don’t think he’s tried this before.” I grabbed the rope with both
hands, and created a cushion of air between my skin and the black rope. When I felt secure, I
pulled myself up and through the broken window and began my descent.I used the air magic to
allow the rope to slide quickly through my hands without discomfort, while keeping enough
friction there to stop me from falling without control. It took all of five seconds for an almighty
bang to sound from beneath me. I looked down as Neil cursed loudly; dislodging himself from
the roof of the soft-top car he’d fallen on. Unfortunately, by the time I’d reached the ground he
was already off across the road and heading toward a large park, although a limp made it
impossible for him to sprint anywhere at meaningful speed.Tommy and Sara came around the
corner as I jogged across the road to catch up with my prey. I waited until they caught up—there
was no way Neil was going to escape us, not with Tommy tracking him. “He’s in the park,” I told
them.“Take Sara with you,” Tommy said. “I’ll head through the wooded area and cut him
off.”Tommy didn’t wait to hear any objections and ran off toward the dense trees.“Be careful, stay
close, and do everything I say,” I told Sara. “You going to be okay with this?”Sara nodded. “After
what he did to those women, I’m not sitting it out.”We both set off at a run, following the direction
that Neil had taken into the park. He wasn’t exactly difficult to spot as he had stopped and was
talking to a large group of young, well-built men a few hundred yards in front.“Has he stopped for



a chat?” Sara asked as we both slowed to a jog.“Apparently there’s no urgent need to escape—
either that or he’s an idiot.”“What’s more likely?”“Well, he let himself fall forty feet onto a car; I’m
thinking he’s not much of a genius. Be careful, I get the feeling we’re about to have a new
problem to deal with.”As we got closer, Neil turned to glance our way, and I could have sworn
that he grinned before sprinting off at speed toward the distant tree line, his werewolf healing
ability already having taken care of his leg injury.Sara and I increased our speed, but the group
of men whom Neil had been talking to stepped into our path forcing us to stop. “Can I help you?”
one of them asked.I ignored him and kept walking as the other six men slowly created a
semicircle wall of muscle to bar us from following Neil. The one who had asked the question was
a few inches taller than me, and much bulkier.“Do you shave your head because you’re going
bald, or because you think it makes you look like a badass?” I asked. “Because if it’s the second,
then you might want to lose the diamond stud earring—it sort of destroys the image.”The bald
thug laughed.“Fucking twat him one, Danny,” another of the group said.“Ah, so you’re the leader
are you, Danny?” I asked. “You want to tell me why you’re standing in our way?”Sara moved so
that she was next to me, but turned to face the men that stood behind us.“That bloke paid us five
grand to make sure you don’t follow him. We plan on doing that.”“Don’t do this,” I said to
Danny.“Five grand is more than enough for us to fuck you both up.”“I think the little lady might like
to spend some time with us afterwards,” the thug closest to Sara said.He reached out to stroke
her face, but she slapped his hand away and pushed him back, which made him laugh, “You’re a
spirited little one aren’t you?”“Sara, the two on your left,” I whispered without turning to look at
her.“No problem,” she said.“Well, I’m not getting any younger,” I told Danny.Danny cracked his
knuckles. “Nice to see you’re not going to run and hide.”The man on my right was the first to
move, a hard right hand, which would have taken my head off if not for the fact that I saw it
coming a mile away and was moving before it came even close to connecting. I ducked under
his arm and slammed my forearm into his ribs. The air rushed out of him and I grabbed him by
his t-shirt, spinning him around and releasing him at the exact moment so that he collided with
Danny and Thug Four. The three of them fell to the ground in a tangled mess.Thug Two darted
toward me and, like his friend, tried to catch me off guard with a fast punch to the head. I
grabbed his forearm with one hand and twisted his wrist with the other, stepping toward him and
using his own momentum to take him off his feet and dump him on his head behind me. The
third thug tried a different tactic and ran at me full tilt. I ducked at exactly the right moment and
shoved my shoulder into his stomach, lifting him up and over me. He landed on the ground with
a loud grunt, and a swift kick to the head made sure he wasn’t going to be getting up again.Thug
One was back on his feet and had assumed a boxer’s stance, along with Thug Three, who’d
thrown the first punch. A quick sidestep and push from me brought Three’s head directly into
contact with an ill-timed punch from his friend, and after a second punch from me, Three was
down for the count.Thug One soon followed after I kicked him in the solar plexus with enough
force to bend steel. He dropped to the floor and stayed there, just as Thug Four grabbed me
around the chest in a bear hug, pinning my arms to my sides.He had some strength in him as he



easily swung me to face Danny, squeezing all the time. Danny came forward and threw a mean
punch at my face. I slammed my heel down on Thug Four’s kneecap, which popped. He began
screaming in pain, letting me go as he fell to the ground. Danny threw another punch, which I
deflected, catching him in the nose with a punch of my own. A savage blow to his solar plexus
lifted him from the ground and dumped him on all fours, sucking in whatever oxygen he could
manage.All five assailants dealt with, I turned my attention to Sara who had one man writhing on
the floor holding his crotch, and a second whose chest Sara was straddling whilst she rained
punches down onto his face. I tapped her shoulder and she spun on me, a rage in her eyes until
she realized I was no threat.“You done?” I asked.She glanced down at the messy-faced asshole
who was moaning softly on the ground. She stood and kicked him in the crotch.I assumed she
needed a moment and walked back over to Danny, who was on his feet, a switchblade in his
hand.“Gonna gut you, fucker,” he bellowed and came at me.I caught his wrist in one hand and
smashed my free forearm into his face again, and again, until he went limp and could no longer
stand. When I was certain he’d taken all he could, I broke his wrist and left him to his
whimpering. I joined Sara a moment later. She was rubbing her hand, which had turned red from
the multitude of punches she’d caught the thug with.“When we get back to the car, we’ll get you
a cold compress,” I said.We continued jogging toward where we’d seen Neil vanish. Before we’d
made it halfway, Tommy left the trees and came toward us. He looked annoyed, more so than I’d
seen in a very long time.“What happened?” I asked.“He disappeared,” Tommy said.“What?
How?”Tommy shrugged. “I have no idea; I followed him into the damn woods, had his trail the
whole way, and then whoosh, he’s gone.”“His trail ended?” I asked with more than a little
curiosity.“He jumped into a car and I lost it.”“Was someone helping him, or did he use his own
car?”Tommy shrugged. “Don’t know. What happened to you two?”“Neil paid off a few local thugs
to try and stop us. Sara here took down two by herself, but she’s hurt her hand.”“Let’s get back to
the car; we’ll get something for it.” Tommy must have noticed the change in Sara’s demeanor.
“That your first fight?” he asked as we made our way back through the park.“Yeah,” she said. “I’ve
never hurt someone before. Apparently I had some anger that needed expressing.”We reached
the still-prone men, one of whom jumped to his feet and fled when he saw us. The two Sara had
taken down were still out, and I took a moment to check on them and put them both into the
recovery position, just in case. I might not give a shit if any of them died, but I knew that Sara
would. “Broken nose, ribs, maybe a jaw, and they’ll have some nasty bruises, but other than that
they’ll both live.”Sara appeared noticeably relieved.“So, what now?” she asked a few moments
later.“We get you something cold for your hand, then we go to the farm on that map and figure
out what’s going on,” Tommy responded.“Something odd is what’s going on,” I said to Tommy. “It
feels off. More so than usual.”“What is it?” Tommy asked.“Not sure, but something feels wrong.
Neil is a dumb bastard who has enough power to kill and hurt people, and somehow instead of
being executed, he’s released early from prison and given a posh place to live.”When we
reached the car, Tommy handed Sara a first-aid cold pack that he’d wrapped in a bandage so
that it wasn’t too cold against her skin. She winced as it first touched her red hand, and I



considered the possibility that she’d broken a bone. But hopefully it was just bruising and would
go down before too long.“I want to come with you to the farm,” Sara said to me. “I want to
help.”“So long as you’re sure. I don’t think it’s going to hold any real dangers, but that’s what
Tommy said about this place. If you like, we can drop you back at the office. Tommy has some
trained medical staff; they can take a look at your hand and you’d be safe there. You have
nothing to prove to either Tommy or me.”Sara shook her head. “I have to prove it to myself. If I
work for Tommy, it’s only fair that I know the kind of jobs his people will go through.”Tommy was
busy spreading plastic covering all over the rear seats of the truck. “Fine with me,” he called from
inside the vehicle. “But this time we go in ready. No pissing about. If we need to, we level the
damn place. Deal?”“Let’s go then.”Once we were all in the car, Sara swiveled around to look at
Tommy, who had sat in the rear again. A puzzled expression crossed her face. “Why is the back
of the car covered in plastic?”I adjusted the rear view mirror, catching a glimpse of Tommy
removing his top. “You trust me?”Sara nodded immediately.“Then don’t look back, no matter
what you hear back there.”Her concern was easy to spot. “Why?”I started the engine. “Because
once you see the change that he’s about to go through, you never get to unsee it.”CHAPTER
3The blast missed me, and I hit the floor, rolling until my back was against the wall next to where
the now-ruined door sat.A second later, when my ears stopped ringing, I heard the sound of
smashing glass from the direction of the living room. I edged along the wall and peered through
the hole in the wooden bedroom door into the hallway beyond, finding it empty except for a
discarded shotgun on the floor.I sprinted into the living room to find one of the dozen windows
was shattered. Although acutely aware of how exposed I was standing in the middle of a large
open room, I made my way to the window and stared out, looking down the hundred and fifty
feet to the ground below.Neil was hanging from a rope about fifty feet off the ground, moving
very slowly down toward his escape. The rope was attached to some climbing gear, which had
been built into the curtain frame. It extended along the entire length of the room. A small box
behind the frame contained the rope, obviously strong enough to hold a fully grown man, but
small enough that it was easily concealable. It was quite a clever idea; smash the window, grab
the rope and rappel down the side of the building.“We’ve got ourselves a rabbit,” I said. “Right
now he’s hanging from a rope at the opposite side of the building to you.”“On the way,” Tommy
said.“From the speed he’s going, I could probably get to him before he hits the ground. I don’t
think he’s tried this before.” I grabbed the rope with both hands, and created a cushion of air
between my skin and the black rope. When I felt secure, I pulled myself up and through the
broken window and began my descent.I used the air magic to allow the rope to slide quickly
through my hands without discomfort, while keeping enough friction there to stop me from falling
without control. It took all of five seconds for an almighty bang to sound from beneath me. I
looked down as Neil cursed loudly; dislodging himself from the roof of the soft-top car he’d fallen
on. Unfortunately, by the time I’d reached the ground he was already off across the road and
heading toward a large park, although a limp made it impossible for him to sprint anywhere at
meaningful speed.Tommy and Sara came around the corner as I jogged across the road to



catch up with my prey. I waited until they caught up—there was no way Neil was going to escape
us, not with Tommy tracking him. “He’s in the park,” I told them.“Take Sara with you,” Tommy said.
“I’ll head through the wooded area and cut him off.”Tommy didn’t wait to hear any objections and
ran off toward the dense trees.“Be careful, stay close, and do everything I say,” I told Sara. “You
going to be okay with this?”Sara nodded. “After what he did to those women, I’m not sitting it
out.”We both set off at a run, following the direction that Neil had taken into the park. He wasn’t
exactly difficult to spot as he had stopped and was talking to a large group of young, well-built
men a few hundred yards in front.“Has he stopped for a chat?” Sara asked as we both slowed to
a jog.“Apparently there’s no urgent need to escape—either that or he’s an idiot.”“What’s more
likely?”“Well, he let himself fall forty feet onto a car; I’m thinking he’s not much of a genius. Be
careful, I get the feeling we’re about to have a new problem to deal with.”As we got closer, Neil
turned to glance our way, and I could have sworn that he grinned before sprinting off at speed
toward the distant tree line, his werewolf healing ability already having taken care of his leg
injury.Sara and I increased our speed, but the group of men whom Neil had been talking to
stepped into our path forcing us to stop. “Can I help you?” one of them asked.I ignored him and
kept walking as the other six men slowly created a semicircle wall of muscle to bar us from
following Neil. The one who had asked the question was a few inches taller than me, and much
bulkier.“Do you shave your head because you’re going bald, or because you think it makes you
look like a badass?” I asked. “Because if it’s the second, then you might want to lose the
diamond stud earring—it sort of destroys the image.”The bald thug laughed.“Fucking twat him
one, Danny,” another of the group said.“Ah, so you’re the leader are you, Danny?” I asked. “You
want to tell me why you’re standing in our way?”Sara moved so that she was next to me, but
turned to face the men that stood behind us.“That bloke paid us five grand to make sure you
don’t follow him. We plan on doing that.”“Don’t do this,” I said to Danny.“Five grand is more than
enough for us to fuck you both up.”“I think the little lady might like to spend some time with us
afterwards,” the thug closest to Sara said.He reached out to stroke her face, but she slapped his
hand away and pushed him back, which made him laugh, “You’re a spirited little one aren’t
you?”“Sara, the two on your left,” I whispered without turning to look at her.“No problem,” she
said.“Well, I’m not getting any younger,” I told Danny.Danny cracked his knuckles. “Nice to see
you’re not going to run and hide.”The man on my right was the first to move, a hard right hand,
which would have taken my head off if not for the fact that I saw it coming a mile away and was
moving before it came even close to connecting. I ducked under his arm and slammed my
forearm into his ribs. The air rushed out of him and I grabbed him by his t-shirt, spinning him
around and releasing him at the exact moment so that he collided with Danny and Thug Four.
The three of them fell to the ground in a tangled mess.Thug Two darted toward me and, like his
friend, tried to catch me off guard with a fast punch to the head. I grabbed his forearm with one
hand and twisted his wrist with the other, stepping toward him and using his own momentum to
take him off his feet and dump him on his head behind me. The third thug tried a different tactic
and ran at me full tilt. I ducked at exactly the right moment and shoved my shoulder into his



stomach, lifting him up and over me. He landed on the ground with a loud grunt, and a swift kick
to the head made sure he wasn’t going to be getting up again.Thug One was back on his feet
and had assumed a boxer’s stance, along with Thug Three, who’d thrown the first punch. A quick
sidestep and push from me brought Three’s head directly into contact with an ill-timed punch
from his friend, and after a second punch from me, Three was down for the count.Thug One
soon followed after I kicked him in the solar plexus with enough force to bend steel. He dropped
to the floor and stayed there, just as Thug Four grabbed me around the chest in a bear hug,
pinning my arms to my sides.He had some strength in him as he easily swung me to face Danny,
squeezing all the time. Danny came forward and threw a mean punch at my face. I slammed my
heel down on Thug Four’s kneecap, which popped. He began screaming in pain, letting me go
as he fell to the ground. Danny threw another punch, which I deflected, catching him in the nose
with a punch of my own. A savage blow to his solar plexus lifted him from the ground and
dumped him on all fours, sucking in whatever oxygen he could manage.All five assailants dealt
with, I turned my attention to Sara who had one man writhing on the floor holding his crotch, and
a second whose chest Sara was straddling whilst she rained punches down onto his face. I
tapped her shoulder and she spun on me, a rage in her eyes until she realized I was no
threat.“You done?” I asked.She glanced down at the messy-faced asshole who was moaning
softly on the ground. She stood and kicked him in the crotch.I assumed she needed a moment
and walked back over to Danny, who was on his feet, a switchblade in his hand.“Gonna gut you,
fucker,” he bellowed and came at me.I caught his wrist in one hand and smashed my free
forearm into his face again, and again, until he went limp and could no longer stand. When I was
certain he’d taken all he could, I broke his wrist and left him to his whimpering. I joined Sara a
moment later. She was rubbing her hand, which had turned red from the multitude of punches
she’d caught the thug with.“When we get back to the car, we’ll get you a cold compress,” I
said.We continued jogging toward where we’d seen Neil vanish. Before we’d made it halfway,
Tommy left the trees and came toward us. He looked annoyed, more so than I’d seen in a very
long time.“What happened?” I asked.“He disappeared,” Tommy said.“What? How?”Tommy
shrugged. “I have no idea; I followed him into the damn woods, had his trail the whole way, and
then whoosh, he’s gone.”“His trail ended?” I asked with more than a little curiosity.“He jumped
into a car and I lost it.”“Was someone helping him, or did he use his own car?”Tommy shrugged.
“Don’t know. What happened to you two?”“Neil paid off a few local thugs to try and stop us. Sara
here took down two by herself, but she’s hurt her hand.”“Let’s get back to the car; we’ll get
something for it.” Tommy must have noticed the change in Sara’s demeanor. “That your first
fight?” he asked as we made our way back through the park.“Yeah,” she said. “I’ve never hurt
someone before. Apparently I had some anger that needed expressing.”We reached the still-
prone men, one of whom jumped to his feet and fled when he saw us. The two Sara had taken
down were still out, and I took a moment to check on them and put them both into the recovery
position, just in case. I might not give a shit if any of them died, but I knew that Sara would.
“Broken nose, ribs, maybe a jaw, and they’ll have some nasty bruises, but other than that they’ll



both live.”Sara appeared noticeably relieved.“So, what now?” she asked a few moments
later.“We get you something cold for your hand, then we go to the farm on that map and figure
out what’s going on,” Tommy responded.“Something odd is what’s going on,” I said to Tommy. “It
feels off. More so than usual.”“What is it?” Tommy asked.“Not sure, but something feels wrong.
Neil is a dumb bastard who has enough power to kill and hurt people, and somehow instead of
being executed, he’s released early from prison and given a posh place to live.”When we
reached the car, Tommy handed Sara a first-aid cold pack that he’d wrapped in a bandage so
that it wasn’t too cold against her skin. She winced as it first touched her red hand, and I
considered the possibility that she’d broken a bone. But hopefully it was just bruising and would
go down before too long.“I want to come with you to the farm,” Sara said to me. “I want to
help.”“So long as you’re sure. I don’t think it’s going to hold any real dangers, but that’s what
Tommy said about this place. If you like, we can drop you back at the office. Tommy has some
trained medical staff; they can take a look at your hand and you’d be safe there. You have
nothing to prove to either Tommy or me.”Sara shook her head. “I have to prove it to myself. If I
work for Tommy, it’s only fair that I know the kind of jobs his people will go through.”Tommy was
busy spreading plastic covering all over the rear seats of the truck. “Fine with me,” he called from
inside the vehicle. “But this time we go in ready. No pissing about. If we need to, we level the
damn place. Deal?”“Let’s go then.”Once we were all in the car, Sara swiveled around to look at
Tommy, who had sat in the rear again. A puzzled expression crossed her face. “Why is the back
of the car covered in plastic?”I adjusted the rear view mirror, catching a glimpse of Tommy
removing his top. “You trust me?”Sara nodded immediately.“Then don’t look back, no matter
what you hear back there.”Her concern was easy to spot. “Why?”I started the engine. “Because
once you see the change that he’s about to go through, you never get to unsee it.”CHAPTER
4Thomas’s grunts and groans of pain only lasted for a short time, a minute at most. Silence soon
descended and remained for a few seconds before the muzzle of a large wolf popped between
the two front seats. Sara screeched in surprise, and Tommy rumbled a sound that was
suspiciously close to laughter.“Evil bastard,” she chastised, tapping him on the nose with her
hand.“Have you seen your boss in his wolf form before?” I asked as Tommy’s head vanished
from sight.“But never in a moving vehicle.” She turned back to her boss and tutted, before going
a little green. “There’s blood all over back there.”“The change from man to wolf is a hard one;
there’s always a bit of body fluids left over.”A short while later, the sat nav indicated we’d reached
the end of our journey. I stopped the car and switched off the engine before getting out into the
cold. The bare ground outside was rock solid.I opened the rear truck door, allowing Tommy to
jump out. The big grey wolf sniffed the ground in a few places and wandered off.“Why did
Tommy go full wolf, instead of turning into his wolf-man form?” Sara asked as she joined me,
hugging herself as tightly as possible with one busted-up hand. The winds whipped around the
exposed farm, and although there were trees in the distance, the amount of open ground
allowed the wind free rein, rattling around the dilapidated farmhouse and barn.“The wolf-man
form is better for fighting, but the beast inside still tries to get out. The beast is less of a concern



in full wolf form, and it’s also better for tracking.”“So why not change when we were trying to find
Neil?”“Too many humans around. They tend to notice giant wolves roaming the place.”Tommy
stalked past, moving methodically and occasionally raising his muzzle to sniff the air. He turned
his head to one side and darted off toward a small pile of old, rusty metal.I moved to the still-
open rear door, pulling out a briefcase. I inputted the code—one-four-one-four, the year Tommy
had been turned into a werewolf—and popped the locks. I opened the case, and a gasp from
Sara reminded me that not everyone was as used to seeing guns as I was.I picked up one and
showed it to Sara. “This is a Glock 22,” I said. “It’s a Smith and Wesson version of the Glock 17.” I
ejected the magazine and showed it to Sara. Tommy changed the ammo every evening, a habit
he’d gotten into after he’d left a magazine full for too long and it misfired.“This gun has fifteen
bullets, all silver tipped.” I grabbed a spare bandage and strapped the ice pack to her injured
hand, then placed the gun in the working one and showed her how to hold it. She was lucky that
her injured hand wasn’t her dominant one. Although Sara was nervous, and her hands sweaty,
she complied without complaint.“Does this have a safety?” she asked, aiming the gun off into the
empty distance.“It’s part of the trigger. You pull the trigger, the safety disengages.”Tommy made
an appearance before I could explain more. “Anyone here?” I asked.Tommy barked twice.Sara
raised an eyebrow in question.“One bark means yes, two means no,” I pointed out. “You find
anything else?”Tommy barked.“Something bad?”Tommy made a whining noise that meant he
wasn’t sure.I turned to Sara. “Keep the gun pointed at the floor unless your life is in danger. You
do what I say at all times, clear?”Sara nodded. She was clearly scared and trying not to show it.I
stopped her as she walked off to follow Tommy, who had made his way to the farmhouse. “Don’t
worry about being scared,” I said. “That’s good. Be scared, use that fear. You’ll be okay, I promise
you. There’s no one here. Tommy is probably just getting a scent of some dead rats or
something. But if there is anything here, they’re not getting past Tommy and me. I promise you
that.”Sara nodded, seemingly ready for whatever was about to come. Or as ready as anyone can
be. I reached under the truck seat and grabbed a bulletproof vest Tommy kept for emergencies.
“Put this on,” I said, passing it to Sara.She did as she was told, handing me the pistol as I helped
her strap on the vest. “Don’t you need one?” she asked, taking her gun back.I shook my head
and we started off to follow Tommy.The roof of the farmhouse was all but destroyed, and vines
had grown high enough to obscure most of the windows on the ground floor. Part of the
brickwork was crumbling, leaving a large hole in one side of the farmhouse, just big enough to
stick your head inside. If anyone was living inside, it could only have been due to a lack of other
choices. Tommy sat outside the main entrance to the building. He saw Sara and me approaching
and pawed at the door. “Is Timmy in there, boy?” I asked. “Did he fall down a well?”Tommy
growled.“What does that mean?” Sara asked.“Fuck off,” I said, gaining a chuckle from Sara and
momentarily breaking the tension.Tommy regained my attention by pawing at the door once
more. I sighed and tried the handle, surprised to find it didn’t open.“Why would an abandoned
home have a locked door?” I placed my hand against the door lock, and white glyphs lit up
across the back of my hand. A fierce blast of air hit the lock and ripped it from the doorframe, the



metal bouncing around inside as the door swung open by itself. “Not at all creepy,” I said to
Tommy, who nudged the door further open with his nose and padded inside.“You ready?” I
asked Sara.She nodded, and we followed Tommy into the house.However decrepit the outside
had appeared, the interior was even worse. The staircase was rotten and falling apart, and
wooden boards jutted dangerously from the wall. Anyone who actually managed to get upstairs
would have found only empty air where the floor above used to be. I stared up through the
massive hole in the ceiling, where sunlight streamed through the ruined roof.“Who could stay
here?” Sara asked.There were no doors, and the plaster had fallen from most of the walls,
leaving bare brick or wood in its place. “Someone desperate,” I said. “Or someone who doesn’t
want to be found.”Tommy’s bark could be heard from the rear of the house, so Sara and I walked
toward it, carefully watching where we placed our feet for fear of falling through the floor.
Surprisingly, the floor held—in fact, it was of good quality. Someone had done recent work on
it.We found Tommy sitting in front of a door in what used to be the kitchen. Rat droppings littered
the floor where once-white tiles now lay broken and stained.Tommy’s bark turned me away from
the apocalyptic scene before me. He was staring up at the shiny new lock that had been fitted
onto the basement door in front of him. It was a heavy-duty job, and using magic to knock the
lock out of position as I had with the front door would probably just rip the door apart, causing
more noise than just kicking it in.“So we have a falling-down house with a locked front door and
a basement door with a brand new lock. Anyone else got a really bad feeling about this?”Tommy
barked.I motioned for everyone to stand back and then kicked the lock as hard as possible. The
door didn’t budge. It didn’t even sway as the shock traveled up my leg. “Steel posts inside the
door,” I said, rubbing my knee.“So how do we get in?” Sara asked.“With noise,” I said, as orange
glyphs flared to life over my hands. A blade of fire extended down from one hand, stopping after
a few feet. I sank the blade into the door, just under the lock, and dragged it up in one smooth
motion. The sound of steel sizzling made more noise than I’d have expected, but after a few
seconds I removed the blade and booted the door once again. This time it slammed open into
the plasterboard behind it. The residual heat from the metal started a small fire, which I quickly
put out with my hands before removing the glyphs altogether.“How’d you do that?” Sara asked,
her mouth agape.“Fire magic,” I said with a smile, which was broken by a deep growl from
Tommy as he descended the steps into the blackness beyond.“You want to stay here?” I asked
Sara, who shook her head.I closed my eyes as the orange glyphs came back to life. When I
reopened them, the world was a mixture of red and orange, allowing me to see in the dark. It
wasn’t as good as Tommy’s night vision, but it was better than falling down a flight of stairs.I led
Sara down the stairs, making sure she didn’t trip. Once we reached the floor, I found Tommy,
crouched in the corner. His hackles were up and a low growl was emanating from his throat. A
girl sat in front of him. Her hands were above her head, tied behind a pipe, or pole, of some sort.
Long hair covered her face, but it was easy to tell that she was dead.“Take Sara out of here,” I
told Tommy.But before he could say or do anything, Sara had knocked a light switch, bathing the
entire room in a low, white light. It took her two seconds to spot the body, and she screamed,



probably more from shock than anything else. But then she spotted the large mass of blood on
the walls and floor and realized what had happened here, and for a moment I thought she was
going to faint.“Oh my God, oh my God,” she said over and over.“Tommy,” I said. He dashed over
to Sara and began to nudge her toward the stairs. Getting pushed by a normal dog can move a
fully grown person, getting pushed by a thirteen-stone pack of muscle like a wolf will move
anyone. Sara had little choice but to comply and she soon vanished back into the house. After
changing back to his human form, Tommy would call whomever he needed to, and hopefully
give me enough time to figure out what had happened.I looked around the room. Someone had
covered all the windows with cement, and it looked old. This place had been prepared in
advance. I turned back to the dead girl and noticed the marks and bruises on her arms. Moving
closer, I got a good look at the deep cut that had severed her throat, but even from a distance I
could tell it was deeper than it needed to be to kill someone. It had been done with a lot of
anger.I got a closer look at her face, a mass of bruises and cuts. Her entire front was drenched in
blood, cumulating in a large pool that spread out from under her bare legs, which were covered
in smaller cuts and bruises. Whatever had happened here had been premeditated and
prolonged. If there’s one thing I know when I see it, it’s torture. And the poor girl in front of me
had gone through hell.CHAPTER 4Thomas’s grunts and groans of pain only lasted for a short
time, a minute at most. Silence soon descended and remained for a few seconds before the
muzzle of a large wolf popped between the two front seats. Sara screeched in surprise, and
Tommy rumbled a sound that was suspiciously close to laughter.“Evil bastard,” she chastised,
tapping him on the nose with her hand.“Have you seen your boss in his wolf form before?” I
asked as Tommy’s head vanished from sight.“But never in a moving vehicle.” She turned back to
her boss and tutted, before going a little green. “There’s blood all over back there.”“The change
from man to wolf is a hard one; there’s always a bit of body fluids left over.”A short while later, the
sat nav indicated we’d reached the end of our journey. I stopped the car and switched off the
engine before getting out into the cold. The bare ground outside was rock solid.I opened the rear
truck door, allowing Tommy to jump out. The big grey wolf sniffed the ground in a few places and
wandered off.“Why did Tommy go full wolf, instead of turning into his wolf-man form?” Sara
asked as she joined me, hugging herself as tightly as possible with one busted-up hand. The
winds whipped around the exposed farm, and although there were trees in the distance, the
amount of open ground allowed the wind free rein, rattling around the dilapidated farmhouse and
barn.“The wolf-man form is better for fighting, but the beast inside still tries to get out. The beast
is less of a concern in full wolf form, and it’s also better for tracking.”“So why not change when
we were trying to find Neil?”“Too many humans around. They tend to notice giant wolves
roaming the place.”Tommy stalked past, moving methodically and occasionally raising his
muzzle to sniff the air. He turned his head to one side and darted off toward a small pile of old,
rusty metal.I moved to the still-open rear door, pulling out a briefcase. I inputted the code—one-
four-one-four, the year Tommy had been turned into a werewolf—and popped the locks. I
opened the case, and a gasp from Sara reminded me that not everyone was as used to seeing



guns as I was.I picked up one and showed it to Sara. “This is a Glock 22,” I said. “It’s a Smith and
Wesson version of the Glock 17.” I ejected the magazine and showed it to Sara. Tommy changed
the ammo every evening, a habit he’d gotten into after he’d left a magazine full for too long and it
misfired.“This gun has fifteen bullets, all silver tipped.” I grabbed a spare bandage and strapped
the ice pack to her injured hand, then placed the gun in the working one and showed her how to
hold it. She was lucky that her injured hand wasn’t her dominant one. Although Sara was
nervous, and her hands sweaty, she complied without complaint.“Does this have a safety?” she
asked, aiming the gun off into the empty distance.“It’s part of the trigger. You pull the trigger, the
safety disengages.”Tommy made an appearance before I could explain more. “Anyone here?” I
asked.Tommy barked twice.Sara raised an eyebrow in question.“One bark means yes, two
means no,” I pointed out. “You find anything else?”Tommy barked.“Something bad?”Tommy
made a whining noise that meant he wasn’t sure.I turned to Sara. “Keep the gun pointed at the
floor unless your life is in danger. You do what I say at all times, clear?”Sara nodded. She was
clearly scared and trying not to show it.I stopped her as she walked off to follow Tommy, who
had made his way to the farmhouse. “Don’t worry about being scared,” I said. “That’s good. Be
scared, use that fear. You’ll be okay, I promise you. There’s no one here. Tommy is probably just
getting a scent of some dead rats or something. But if there is anything here, they’re not getting
past Tommy and me. I promise you that.”Sara nodded, seemingly ready for whatever was about
to come. Or as ready as anyone can be. I reached under the truck seat and grabbed a
bulletproof vest Tommy kept for emergencies. “Put this on,” I said, passing it to Sara.She did as
she was told, handing me the pistol as I helped her strap on the vest. “Don’t you need one?” she
asked, taking her gun back.I shook my head and we started off to follow Tommy.The roof of the
farmhouse was all but destroyed, and vines had grown high enough to obscure most of the
windows on the ground floor. Part of the brickwork was crumbling, leaving a large hole in one
side of the farmhouse, just big enough to stick your head inside. If anyone was living inside, it
could only have been due to a lack of other choices. Tommy sat outside the main entrance to the
building. He saw Sara and me approaching and pawed at the door. “Is Timmy in there, boy?” I
asked. “Did he fall down a well?”Tommy growled.“What does that mean?” Sara asked.“Fuck off,”
I said, gaining a chuckle from Sara and momentarily breaking the tension.Tommy regained my
attention by pawing at the door once more. I sighed and tried the handle, surprised to find it
didn’t open.“Why would an abandoned home have a locked door?” I placed my hand against the
door lock, and white glyphs lit up across the back of my hand. A fierce blast of air hit the lock and
ripped it from the doorframe, the metal bouncing around inside as the door swung open by itself.
“Not at all creepy,” I said to Tommy, who nudged the door further open with his nose and padded
inside.“You ready?” I asked Sara.She nodded, and we followed Tommy into the house.However
decrepit the outside had appeared, the interior was even worse. The staircase was rotten and
falling apart, and wooden boards jutted dangerously from the wall. Anyone who actually
managed to get upstairs would have found only empty air where the floor above used to be. I
stared up through the massive hole in the ceiling, where sunlight streamed through the ruined



roof.“Who could stay here?” Sara asked.There were no doors, and the plaster had fallen from
most of the walls, leaving bare brick or wood in its place. “Someone desperate,” I said. “Or
someone who doesn’t want to be found.”Tommy’s bark could be heard from the rear of the
house, so Sara and I walked toward it, carefully watching where we placed our feet for fear of
falling through the floor. Surprisingly, the floor held—in fact, it was of good quality. Someone had
done recent work on it.We found Tommy sitting in front of a door in what used to be the kitchen.
Rat droppings littered the floor where once-white tiles now lay broken and stained.Tommy’s bark
turned me away from the apocalyptic scene before me. He was staring up at the shiny new lock
that had been fitted onto the basement door in front of him. It was a heavy-duty job, and using
magic to knock the lock out of position as I had with the front door would probably just rip the
door apart, causing more noise than just kicking it in.“So we have a falling-down house with a
locked front door and a basement door with a brand new lock. Anyone else got a really bad
feeling about this?”Tommy barked.I motioned for everyone to stand back and then kicked the
lock as hard as possible. The door didn’t budge. It didn’t even sway as the shock traveled up my
leg. “Steel posts inside the door,” I said, rubbing my knee.“So how do we get in?” Sara
asked.“With noise,” I said, as orange glyphs flared to life over my hands. A blade of fire extended
down from one hand, stopping after a few feet. I sank the blade into the door, just under the lock,
and dragged it up in one smooth motion. The sound of steel sizzling made more noise than I’d
have expected, but after a few seconds I removed the blade and booted the door once again.
This time it slammed open into the plasterboard behind it. The residual heat from the metal
started a small fire, which I quickly put out with my hands before removing the glyphs
altogether.“How’d you do that?” Sara asked, her mouth agape.“Fire magic,” I said with a smile,
which was broken by a deep growl from Tommy as he descended the steps into the blackness
beyond.“You want to stay here?” I asked Sara, who shook her head.I closed my eyes as the
orange glyphs came back to life. When I reopened them, the world was a mixture of red and
orange, allowing me to see in the dark. It wasn’t as good as Tommy’s night vision, but it was
better than falling down a flight of stairs.I led Sara down the stairs, making sure she didn’t trip.
Once we reached the floor, I found Tommy, crouched in the corner. His hackles were up and a
low growl was emanating from his throat. A girl sat in front of him. Her hands were above her
head, tied behind a pipe, or pole, of some sort. Long hair covered her face, but it was easy to tell
that she was dead.“Take Sara out of here,” I told Tommy.But before he could say or do anything,
Sara had knocked a light switch, bathing the entire room in a low, white light. It took her two
seconds to spot the body, and she screamed, probably more from shock than anything else. But
then she spotted the large mass of blood on the walls and floor and realized what had happened
here, and for a moment I thought she was going to faint.“Oh my God, oh my God,” she said over
and over.“Tommy,” I said. He dashed over to Sara and began to nudge her toward the stairs.
Getting pushed by a normal dog can move a fully grown person, getting pushed by a thirteen-
stone pack of muscle like a wolf will move anyone. Sara had little choice but to comply and she
soon vanished back into the house. After changing back to his human form, Tommy would call



whomever he needed to, and hopefully give me enough time to figure out what had happened.I
looked around the room. Someone had covered all the windows with cement, and it looked old.
This place had been prepared in advance. I turned back to the dead girl and noticed the marks
and bruises on her arms. Moving closer, I got a good look at the deep cut that had severed her
throat, but even from a distance I could tell it was deeper than it needed to be to kill someone. It
had been done with a lot of anger.I got a closer look at her face, a mass of bruises and cuts. Her
entire front was drenched in blood, cumulating in a large pool that spread out from under her
bare legs, which were covered in smaller cuts and bruises. Whatever had happened here had
been premeditated and prolonged. If there’s one thing I know when I see it, it’s torture. And the
poor girl in front of me had gone through hell.CHAPTER 5Itook my time searching the prison that
someone had created for his victims. At first I’d thought Neil had to have been responsible, but
he was the kind of person who wanted instant gratification. Whoever had built the prison wanted
their victims to suffer for a very long time.Loft insulation covered parts on two different walls,
where thick, black welding tape held it in place. I pulled some of the tape off and found that the
insulation had been added over what appeared to be concrete-covered windows. The room had
been made pretty much soundproof.The pole the woman had been handcuffed to was fixed to
the floor and ceiling with steel rivets. Four huge steel rings sat in the opposite wall, where blood
smeared the white plaster. The wear on the steel suggested that they’d once been used to hold
thick chains, but I couldn’t find any remains of them in the room.The sound of cars pulling up
outside flooded through the open door at the top of the stairs. Tommy had probably called the
police, and I needed to finish before they cut off my access to the basement.I made my way to
where the four holes in the wall were and placed my hand in the dry blood. I couldn’t see them,
but I knew that black glyphs were spreading out over the palm of my hand, crisscrossing over my
wrist and up my arm. Blood magic is addictive and dangerous. Most sorcerers use it to aid with
healing, or to make their magic more powerful. But some use it for horrific ends—curses,
controlling people, torture.A few seconds later, when I’d finished gathering information from the
blood, two things surprised me. First, the blood was from four different people. And second, they
were all male.When finished, I walked over to the dead woman and placed my hand on the pool
of blood under her legs, using the same magic as before. Information about her flashed through
my head. I was about to remove my hand, when all of a sudden a wave of power jolted through
me and it took all I had to not collapse to my knees. Some form of magic had been used on her,
and it had been incredibly powerful.When I’d caught my breath, I thought about wiping my
bloodied hand on my jeans, but decided against it and instead made my way out of the
basement and back through the house to the outside where a gun was pointed directly at
me.“Stay where you are,” shouted a well-dressed man with shoulder-length black hair.I did as
was told whilst a young, red-headed woman walked toward me. She was both confident and
beautiful, and her eyes sparkled with an assured power. “I’m Director Olivia Green, with the LOA.
You must be Nathan.”She held out her hand, which I stared at for a second, before showing her
the blood on mine.The black-haired man took a step forward, his gun still trained on me.“Step



back, Agent Greaves,” Director Green said.Agent Greaves stared at me for a heartbeat before
lowering his gun, but he didn’t step back.Director Green clearly wasn’t in the mood to argue and
just ignored Agent Greaves. “Where did the blood come from?” she asked me.As she got closer,
I saw that her irises were a pale blue. She was a water elemental, and she was readying her
power. I decided honesty was the best policy. “Body of a woman in the basement. She’s
handcuffed to a metal pole, and she’s human. Also there were four others killed down there. All
human, all male.”“How the hell can you possibly know that?” Agent Greaves said, with a
dismissive tone.I raised my palm to show the agent and allowed the Blood magic glyphs to come
back to life.“Blood magic,” he hissed, but held his ground for a few seconds to make a point that
he wasn’t scared before walking off without another word.I turned to Director Green. “None of
the men were killed by magic, although there’s no telling what was done to them after they were
killed. The woman though, that’s different. A lot of power has been used on her. Can’t tell you
more than that, though.”“Thank you for the information. I’ll have people look into it.”I walked past
her before she could say anything else and kept moving until I reached Tommy and Sara, who
both stood next to Tommy’s truck.“We need to talk,” I said to Tommy. “Now.” The anger in my
voice was easy to decipher.We stopped out of earshot from anyone trying to listen in, a few
hundred yards from those now searching the house. “I should knock you the fuck out,” I
said.“Nate….”I raised my hand to interrupt him. “Ten years ago, Mordred tried to kill me, but only
succeeded in wiping my memory. Three months ago, I get my memory back, go find and kill the
son of a bitch, and then come to find you. I told you all of this. I told you that Avalon was almost
certainly involved in what happened, and that they might try to find me to finish the job they’d
started. And how do you deal with this? By inviting them to meet me as I walk out of a crime
scene with fucking blood on my hands! Jesus, Tommy. Avalon wants me dead, and you basically
deliver me to their police force. Good fucking job.”“You done?” Tommy asked, with a touch of
anger himself.I grunted something noncommittal.“I’m sorry I didn’t tell you that the person who
asked for my help was Olivia.”“The fucking director? This just gets better.”“Hey, you had your
turn. Now you get to shut the fuck up and listen.”There was a silence between us that lasted only
a few seconds, but it felt like a lifetime. There were probably only six people in the world who
could speak to me like that and not get a punch in the mouth. And Tommy knew he was one of
them. I shut my mouth and listened.“Olivia needed my help, and I agreed,” Tommy said. “I didn’t
want to argue with you, so I didn’t tell you. She’s not a cop, she’s LOA, and I needed your help. I
thought it was going to be a nice easy job, snooping around Neil’s house. I had no idea what
we’d find, but I swear to you I thought at most we’d just find enough to let the LOA look into him
further. I’d have never brought Sara with us if I thought for one second there might be any real
danger.“Besides, you shouldn’t be too concerned about me telling Olivia that you were helping
me. Your past is so deeply hidden in Avalon that no member of the LOA, agent or director, will
ever be able to gain access. You know this.”“Damn you,” I said softly.“I really am sorry for not
telling you. But I’m also sorry that I had to lie to Olivia.”“What did you do, Tommy?”“She wanted
to know who you were, your past, that sort of thing. I told her that you were a member of the



Faceless.”The Faceless are bodyguards, assassins, thieves, or whatever else their master
needs them to be. Each high-ranking member of Avalon has their own personal Faceless, and
each of them wears a mask so that no one knows what they really look like. There are no files on
members, and only their masters know their true identities as all of them are bound to do their
masters’ will, no matter how disturbed or unpleasant it may be. While they worked for Avalon in
an official capacity, they were utterly loyal to their masters’ whims.“Are you serious?”“I needed to
explain why any checks would come up negative. And preferably something that would make her
not want to check in the first place. I wasn’t left with a whole lot of good options. The Faceless
were the obvious choice.”I shrugged my agreement; he had a point. “Okay, there’s only one
problem.”“And that would be?”“You ever met an ex-member of the Faceless? It’s a ‘till-death-do-
you-part’ sort of group. And even that doesn’t always mean their work is done.”“You’ll think of
something.” Tommy gestured behind me. “She looks angry, think fast.”I turned as director Green
strode toward me, determined and clearly having decided that she’d given Tommy and me
enough time to chat. “I don’t believe we were finished talking, Mister Garrett.”“Evidently not,” I
said as Tommy wandered off to check on Sara.“You brought the girl here,” Director Green said,
meaning Sara. “That was stupid.”“Well, you asked Tommy to look into Neil, and that led us here.
It wasn’t my idea, and I know Tommy well enough to know that he was hardly expecting to find a
torture chamber out here. And, like I said, you’re the one who asked for his help.”“And I didn’t
expect him to include a member of the Faceless in this mess.”“Your disdain is easy to hear,
Director Green,” I said with a smile. “You know nothing about me. Before you judge, maybe you
should change that.”“Every Faceless I’ve ever met has served only his or her master, like a good
little lapdog. What makes you so different, Mister Garrett? What makes you so goddamn
impressive that I should decide to trust you?”“First, I’m ex-Faceless. Emphasis on the ex.
Second, whoever built that basement did it for one reason, to kill people in it. And whoever he is,
he’s very skilled at killing. This isn’t the work of some amateur, like Neil, who doesn’t know what
he’s doing. Neil may be a powerful predator, but he’s nowhere near a professional. Professionals
don’t make the mistakes that he’s made, and they’re not caught easily.”CHAPTER 5Itook my
time searching the prison that someone had created for his victims. At first I’d thought Neil had to
have been responsible, but he was the kind of person who wanted instant gratification. Whoever
had built the prison wanted their victims to suffer for a very long time.Loft insulation covered
parts on two different walls, where thick, black welding tape held it in place. I pulled some of the
tape off and found that the insulation had been added over what appeared to be concrete-
covered windows. The room had been made pretty much soundproof.The pole the woman had
been handcuffed to was fixed to the floor and ceiling with steel rivets. Four huge steel rings sat in
the opposite wall, where blood smeared the white plaster. The wear on the steel suggested that
they’d once been used to hold thick chains, but I couldn’t find any remains of them in the
room.The sound of cars pulling up outside flooded through the open door at the top of the stairs.
Tommy had probably called the police, and I needed to finish before they cut off my access to
the basement.I made my way to where the four holes in the wall were and placed my hand in the



dry blood. I couldn’t see them, but I knew that black glyphs were spreading out over the palm of
my hand, crisscrossing over my wrist and up my arm. Blood magic is addictive and dangerous.
Most sorcerers use it to aid with healing, or to make their magic more powerful. But some use it
for horrific ends—curses, controlling people, torture.A few seconds later, when I’d finished
gathering information from the blood, two things surprised me. First, the blood was from four
different people. And second, they were all male.When finished, I walked over to the dead
woman and placed my hand on the pool of blood under her legs, using the same magic as
before. Information about her flashed through my head. I was about to remove my hand, when all
of a sudden a wave of power jolted through me and it took all I had to not collapse to my knees.
Some form of magic had been used on her, and it had been incredibly powerful.When I’d caught
my breath, I thought about wiping my bloodied hand on my jeans, but decided against it and
instead made my way out of the basement and back through the house to the outside where a
gun was pointed directly at me.“Stay where you are,” shouted a well-dressed man with shoulder-
length black hair.I did as was told whilst a young, red-headed woman walked toward me. She
was both confident and beautiful, and her eyes sparkled with an assured power. “I’m Director
Olivia Green, with the LOA. You must be Nathan.”She held out her hand, which I stared at for a
second, before showing her the blood on mine.The black-haired man took a step forward, his
gun still trained on me.“Step back, Agent Greaves,” Director Green said.Agent Greaves stared at
me for a heartbeat before lowering his gun, but he didn’t step back.Director Green clearly wasn’t
in the mood to argue and just ignored Agent Greaves. “Where did the blood come from?” she
asked me.As she got closer, I saw that her irises were a pale blue. She was a water elemental,
and she was readying her power. I decided honesty was the best policy. “Body of a woman in the
basement. She’s handcuffed to a metal pole, and she’s human. Also there were four others killed
down there. All human, all male.”“How the hell can you possibly know that?” Agent Greaves said,
with a dismissive tone.I raised my palm to show the agent and allowed the Blood magic glyphs
to come back to life.“Blood magic,” he hissed, but held his ground for a few seconds to make a
point that he wasn’t scared before walking off without another word.I turned to Director Green.
“None of the men were killed by magic, although there’s no telling what was done to them after
they were killed. The woman though, that’s different. A lot of power has been used on her. Can’t
tell you more than that, though.”“Thank you for the information. I’ll have people look into it.”I
walked past her before she could say anything else and kept moving until I reached Tommy and
Sara, who both stood next to Tommy’s truck.“We need to talk,” I said to Tommy. “Now.” The anger
in my voice was easy to decipher.We stopped out of earshot from anyone trying to listen in, a
few hundred yards from those now searching the house. “I should knock you the fuck out,” I
said.“Nate….”I raised my hand to interrupt him. “Ten years ago, Mordred tried to kill me, but only
succeeded in wiping my memory. Three months ago, I get my memory back, go find and kill the
son of a bitch, and then come to find you. I told you all of this. I told you that Avalon was almost
certainly involved in what happened, and that they might try to find me to finish the job they’d
started. And how do you deal with this? By inviting them to meet me as I walk out of a crime



scene with fucking blood on my hands! Jesus, Tommy. Avalon wants me dead, and you basically
deliver me to their police force. Good fucking job.”“You done?” Tommy asked, with a touch of
anger himself.I grunted something noncommittal.“I’m sorry I didn’t tell you that the person who
asked for my help was Olivia.”“The fucking director? This just gets better.”“Hey, you had your
turn. Now you get to shut the fuck up and listen.”There was a silence between us that lasted only
a few seconds, but it felt like a lifetime. There were probably only six people in the world who
could speak to me like that and not get a punch in the mouth. And Tommy knew he was one of
them. I shut my mouth and listened.“Olivia needed my help, and I agreed,” Tommy said. “I didn’t
want to argue with you, so I didn’t tell you. She’s not a cop, she’s LOA, and I needed your help. I
thought it was going to be a nice easy job, snooping around Neil’s house. I had no idea what
we’d find, but I swear to you I thought at most we’d just find enough to let the LOA look into him
further. I’d have never brought Sara with us if I thought for one second there might be any real
danger.“Besides, you shouldn’t be too concerned about me telling Olivia that you were helping
me. Your past is so deeply hidden in Avalon that no member of the LOA, agent or director, will
ever be able to gain access. You know this.”“Damn you,” I said softly.“I really am sorry for not
telling you. But I’m also sorry that I had to lie to Olivia.”“What did you do, Tommy?”“She wanted
to know who you were, your past, that sort of thing. I told her that you were a member of the
Faceless.”The Faceless are bodyguards, assassins, thieves, or whatever else their master
needs them to be. Each high-ranking member of Avalon has their own personal Faceless, and
each of them wears a mask so that no one knows what they really look like. There are no files on
members, and only their masters know their true identities as all of them are bound to do their
masters’ will, no matter how disturbed or unpleasant it may be. While they worked for Avalon in
an official capacity, they were utterly loyal to their masters’ whims.“Are you serious?”“I needed to
explain why any checks would come up negative. And preferably something that would make her
not want to check in the first place. I wasn’t left with a whole lot of good options. The Faceless
were the obvious choice.”I shrugged my agreement; he had a point. “Okay, there’s only one
problem.”“And that would be?”“You ever met an ex-member of the Faceless? It’s a ‘till-death-do-
you-part’ sort of group. And even that doesn’t always mean their work is done.”“You’ll think of
something.” Tommy gestured behind me. “She looks angry, think fast.”I turned as director Green
strode toward me, determined and clearly having decided that she’d given Tommy and me
enough time to chat. “I don’t believe we were finished talking, Mister Garrett.”“Evidently not,” I
said as Tommy wandered off to check on Sara.“You brought the girl here,” Director Green said,
meaning Sara. “That was stupid.”“Well, you asked Tommy to look into Neil, and that led us here.
It wasn’t my idea, and I know Tommy well enough to know that he was hardly expecting to find a
torture chamber out here. And, like I said, you’re the one who asked for his help.”“And I didn’t
expect him to include a member of the Faceless in this mess.”“Your disdain is easy to hear,
Director Green,” I said with a smile. “You know nothing about me. Before you judge, maybe you
should change that.”“Every Faceless I’ve ever met has served only his or her master, like a good
little lapdog. What makes you so different, Mister Garrett? What makes you so goddamn



impressive that I should decide to trust you?”“First, I’m ex-Faceless. Emphasis on the ex.
Second, whoever built that basement did it for one reason, to kill people in it. And whoever he is,
he’s very skilled at killing. This isn’t the work of some amateur, like Neil, who doesn’t know what
he’s doing. Neil may be a powerful predator, but he’s nowhere near a professional. Professionals
don’t make the mistakes that he’s made, and they’re not caught easily.”
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bone, “WoW. Great read, spent a whole evening reading it til the end. Very glad I found this
author. Very pleased. :-)”

Nobody, “Far better than the first one. If you liked the first one you will really like this one. I on the
other hand you though the first was okay then you will probably like this one a lot better. So the
story has Nate and Tommy in it those are the only characters that carry over into this 2nd book.
Also this is done in the same style with two stories being told one in the past the other in the
present. I personally do not like this approach but as the author seems so found of it I deal with
it.Good1: Nate has all his memories. Nuff said I hate the amnesia thing about as strongly as I
hate the I have suddenly lost my power due to "add weird thing" plot hook.2: The relationship
with Sara is handled excellantly really could not of imagined it handled so well. The first book
had some shaky relationship stuff going on that I was unimpressed with, it just came across as
some teenage wet dream. In this one you get more of real relationship problem I can see that
this sets up for the next book while still giving drama for this one but still it is done so well that it
did not feel like filler.3: You get to meet some other high profile character in the world and overall
the Avalon government is given a lot of explanation as well as what Nate hates about them.4:
You have teenage character in this one to and what surprised me was that they were done in a
mature and thoughtful way. I know who would of thought a mature and thoughtful teenager who
actually is not walking plot device.5: No manipulation this time. My bigest gripe about the first
one was the sheer amount of manipulation that Nate went through in the book. Everyone and
there brother had something on him and he just went along. This book is blessedly free of that.
Instead you get a tight plot that makes sense with few holes.Bad1: Nate does a lot dealing with
his friends in this book I felt that they could of been portrayed in a more loyal aspect. Tommy lets
lose some things about him he probably should not and the end fight with the punching bag was
over the top. I mean come on look at the injuries he had and then you want to pull that crap.2: On
the kindle edition there is a weird formating thing going on at the last 25 percent or so I would get
that fixed.3: While I felt that Nate did have his moments I still felt that he could of had a little more
epic moments where you sit back and go damn that was just bad ass and cool.Overall I fun read
with a tight but uncomplicated plot if you like your urban fantasy with a dash of badassness you
will probably enjoy this book. I would recommend this book to a friend.”

Geri Fulk, “Amazing. Steve's writing is gripping and makes it hard to put the book down. I'm on a
rereading of the series and enjoying them even more this go around.”

JTG, “Read these books.. Both of these books have been great. I wish this was already a 5 book
series so I could keep on reading. The best thing about this story, for me, is that it's not the
standard; boy/girl rises into power to save the day. Here, we've already got an established "hero"
who has a scary/fantastic reputation, and a mysterious past of over 1500 years! To add to this,



he's discovering new powers and abilities even after all this time. I love that we don't know all the
facts about his past. I hope it stays that way. As long as it's a mystery, it could be anything. The
reputation of him being a nightmare doesn't need to be fully flushed out. Something that might
be nightmarish to one reader might not seem that big of a deal to the next. Just my two cents,
which of course will get you nothing. The other great quality about these stories is the mystery.
Let's face it, most fantasy style writing holds little mystery. Hell, half the time you spend chapters
with the villain learning what they plan on doing! Here, the author does a really good job of not
letting the "cat out of the bag" too easily, and saves some surprises or strange coincides that
come out of nowhere. The overriding questions with Avalon are really intriguing as well. I can't
wait to see where this story goes.In summary, if you like modern day stories with magic,
monsters, and mystery, (and a badass lead character) read these books. Then, you can sit
anxiously like the rest of us for the next installments.”

Nessa, “So much GREAT action!. I am really enjoying this series! Nate is super bad ass and
there is so much action, magic, monsters, it is fantastic! I cannot wait to see how it continues.....
Lots of really great characters too.”

Roger C., “Another great read. *****No Spoilers*****So let me start off by saying I would actually
give this second installment of the Hellequin Chronicles a 4 ¾ stars review if I could. The only
thing I can complain about is the editing. Editing is usually not a sticking point for me but double
double words, tenses being off, and sentences that didn't flow correctly pulled me back to reality
a few times which bummed me out.With that being said, I am really just being nitpicky about a
seriously kick a** book. I anxiously awaited this installment and I was not let down. The plot was
interesting, the continuing character development moved forward, and there were additions of
some seriously cool new characters which I loved. What I especially appreciated about this
installment, more so than with the first in the series, is a greater element of humor.All in all I
would say this was a great read. Now, I will say if you go in expecting Tolstoy or to read
something earth shatteringly "new" you may be disappointed. If you are, however, looking for a
fun read that can (in my opinion) hold its own with some of the biggest name in UF today this is a
great addition to your collection.I look forward to more from this author. I would only suggest that
he take a look at his editing process for the next installment. If his storytelling skills continue to
develop at this pace I believe he will be a household name sooner rather than later.”

Alan Marron, “SCRATCH THE ILCH - IN THIS SPINE TINGLING STORY. What is 'born of
hatred?' you may ask. The answer to that question lies within the pages of this story, the second
volume of the Hellequin Chronicles. We all know - from bitter experience - that sequels are often
a disappointment. Let me assure you that this story is not like thwt; it builds on its predecessor to
deliver a powerful and captivating read. I don't like fantasy (apart from the works of the late, great
Sir Terry P) but I find Steve McHugh's urban fantasy both enthralling and satisfying. So much so



that I've read the first two parts of his seven book chronicle in less than two days. That might be
a problem, if I didn't have the remaining five volumes queued up, ready to read, but fortunately I
have. Whether you are a fan of fantasy fiction or not, I urge you to take up this saga, and see how
Avalon, Arthur and Merlin added to modern day settings, can bring fantasy fiction to life in the
most exciting way possible.”

Liz Barnsley, “Urban Fantasy with style.. Hellequin Chronicles 2. Thank you to the author and
publisher for the updated review copy.So a little while ago, I was browsing some Kindle titles and
having just finished a great Urban Fantasy story I came across "Crimes against Magic", the first
of the Hellequin Chronicles. I decided to give it a go and I loved it. You can find my review for that
one in my profile also.I was very pleased therefore to receive the updated copy of Born of
Hatred...and I dived in pretty much immediately and didnt really stop reading (well I DID pop out
and get chips!) until I was done. Once again I was immersed into the world of Nathan Garrett
and co and what a world it is.This instalment finds Nathan investigating a string of crimes as a
favour for a friend, that leads him to a killer like no other...Born of Hatred indeed. Nathan may not
be as feared as he once was but you don't mess with him and his without consequences...As
you learn more about Nathan through the intriguing use of flashback (as in Book 1) one wonders
if it is really sensible to challenge him at all...The reason I enjoy these so much I think is that they
really are for adults...Steve Mchugh does not pull any punches and Nathan has a side to him
that is less than pure - terrific fun to read and enthralling to imagine, the world he occupies bears
a strong resemblance to our own but with a supernatural and magical underbelly. As with book 1
the supporting characters all add ambience to the tale, and there are plenty of new people to
meet. More backstory means more grounding in the mythology of the series and as a sequel it
works particularly well.The plot is complex enough to keep your interest throughout - some
twists and turns and once again Mr McHugh has used legends we are all aware of to flesh out
the tale. Very enjoyable and I am looking forward to the next.A quick comment - Comparisons to
novels such as the Dresden Files and other Urban Fantasy tales are unavoidable for the author I
imagine, but I would say that, as usual, I don't like to compare and contrast too much. However I
think this bears saying: Dresden is terrific. As are Felix Castor and Alex Verus - Nathan Garrett is
his own man with his own mythology. I can't put him in a box any more than I could the previously
mentioned. I have enjoyed all on their own merits....and I will continue to do so. There is no
"best" only what you enjoy. And you will enjoy this if you like Urban Fantasy, don't mind adult
content and simply love a book adventure.Happy Reading Folks!”

Brian Greenhalgh, “Born of Hatred. I actually started of by reading the Avalon series. I thoroughly
enjoyed them all. So I checked out other books by you, and realized that YOU had ten more
books out. So I have started from the beginning of your writing career.I have just finished the
second book in the Hellequin series. So far I have really enjoyed all of them. I am intending to
read every one of your books. And hope that you write more. You are an outstanding author.



Thanks for all the books.”

Jez Cajiao, “Damn that was good!. I absolutely loved that book, and can’t wait for the next!
Fortunately, as I’ve only just discovered the series, there’s a good chance there’s more already
written… join me as we uncover the Hellequin’s past!”

AM Brum, “Born of Hatred - Book 2. Absolutely loving this series. Yes it is Book 2 of a series but
they are also standalone so you do not have to read each one but I highly recommend you
do.Some people have likened these books to The Dresden Files but I think these are in a league
of their own, a good league and don't get me wrong I love the Dresden Files too.The characters
are easy to get on with and described really well as are locations etc.I love the fact that you get
two well written stories for the price of one and that the two stories entwine together so
well.Enjoyable and action packed.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,789 people have provided feedback.
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